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Abstract
Topic modelling has been widely accepted in the areas of machine learning and text
mining, etc. It was proposed to generate statistical models to classify multiple topics
in a collection of documents, and each topic is represented by a distribution of words. Al-
though many variants of topic models have been proposed, most existing works are based
on the bag-of-words representation that ignores the associations of words to represent top-
ics. The word-based or term-based topic representations may not be able to semantically
represent documents. Patterns are always thought to be more discriminative than single
terms for representing documents. In this thesis, we propose to combine the statistical
topic modelling with pattern mining techniques to generate pattern-based topic models
with the purpose of enhancing the semantic representations of the traditional word-based
topic models. Utilizing the proposed pattern-based topic model, users’ interests can be
modelled with multiple topics and each of which is represented with semantically rich
patterns. In this thesis, the proposed pattern-based topic model is adopted in the field of
Information Filtering (IF) for representing long-term users interests as well as in the field
of Information Retrieval (IR) for representing short-term users’ interests, especially for
improving the accuracy of query expansion.
In the application of IF, we proposed two novel models, Pattern-based Topic Model
(PBTM) and Structural Pattern-based Topic Model (StPBTM). The main distinctive fea-
tures of the proposed models include, (1) user information needs are generated in terms of
multiple topics; (2) document relevance ranking is determined based on topic distribution
and topic related semantic patterns; (3) patterns are organized structurally based on the
patterns’ statistical and taxonomic features for representing user interests for each topic;
v
(4) significant matched patterns and maximum matched patterns are proposed based on
the patterns’ statistical and taxonomic features to enhance the pattern representations
and document ranking. For information retrieval, we propose an unsupervised query
expansion method, called Topical Pattern Query Expansion (TPQE), which expands a
given query based on the topical patterns generated from the document collection by
using the proposed pattern-based topic models.
Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
models by using the popular TREC data collection both in IF and IR. The results show that
the proposed IF models significantly outperform state-of-the-art models and also prove the
feasibility of the proposed query expansion model to deal with the short-query problem
in IR.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview and Motivation
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in web information. Statistics from
Google in official blog1 state that the web pages indexed by Google numbered around one
million in 1998, quickly reached one billion in 2000 and had already exceeded one trillion
in 2008. According to Google’s latest report2 this number has reached 60 trillion. Hence,
advanced programs and formulas are required to understand what exactly users need and
to deliver the best results based on users’ information needs, and this is thus what we
directed our primary effort. This what process contains two dominant components: user
interest modelling and relevance ranking.
The user interest modelling is a process to understand the user’s information needs
based on the most relevant information that can be found and delivered to the user.
The following example illustrates the benefit of considering user’s interests while using
Google search engine. Assume that a user, who is working in the field of data mining and
has a great interest in knowledge discovery and other related topics, has a Google account.
Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 show the search results for a query “data mining” made by the
user in two situations respectively. Figure 1.2 shows the searching result after the user
has logged in Google site. In this case, the user’s personal data and browsing data can
1http://googleblog.blogspot.com.au/2008/07/we-knew-web-was-big.html
2http://www.google.com/insidesearch/howsearchworks/thestory/
1
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Figure 1.1: Sign out
Figure 1.2: Sign in
be utilized in the searching. Figure 1.1 shows the result without signing in to the Google
site. We can see that in Figure 1.2 the retrieved top documents are not only related to
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“data mining” but also “knowledge discovery”, even the “knowledge discovery” was not
included in the query, while the top documents in Figure 1.1 are mainly related to “data
mining” only. This result indicates that Google search must have taken the user’s personal
data into consideration during the searching. This small example demonstrates the effect
of analysing the user’s interests on the retrieved results.
In order to extract precise user’s interests, traditionally, many term-based approaches
are used due to their efficient computational performance, as well as mature theories for
term weighting, such as Rocchio, BM25, etc. [Beil et al., 2002, Robertson et al., 2004].
But term-based features suffer from the problems of polysemy and synonymy. Phrase-
based approaches are more discriminative and should carry certain semantic meaning.
However, the performance of using phrases in real applications is discouraging. The
likely reasons could be phrases have inferior statistical properties to terms; and they occur
in documents often with very low frequencies [Sebastiani, 2002]. Take a small example,
phrase “data mining” cannot be used as a feature to represent the short document “data
set mining techniques” since “Data” and “mining” do not appear consecutively in the
document even “data mining” is related to the content of the short document. To overcome
the limitations of term-based and phrase-based approaches, pattern mining - based tech-
niques have used patterns to represent users’ interest and achieved some improvements
on effectiveness [Bastide et al., 2000, Cheng et al., 2007], since patterns contain both
underlying semantic meaning and high frequency of occurrences in documents. Follow
the last example, since pattern-based representations do not require all words in the pattern
occur together in documents, “data mining” can be used as a pattern to represent the
document “data set mining techniques”. Also, some data mining techniques have been
developed to improve the quality of patterns (i.e., maximal patterns, closed patterns and
master patterns) for removing the redundant and noisy patterns [Bayardo Jr, 1998, Han
et al., 2007a, Xu et al., 2011, Zaki and Hsiao, 2002]. All these data mining and text
mining techniques assume that the user’s interest is only related to a single topic. But in
reality, this is not necessarily the case. For instance, when a user asks for information
about a product, e.g., “BMW”, the user does not typically mean to find documents which
frequently mention the word “BMW”. The user probably wants to find documents that
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contain information about different aspects of the product, such as location, price, and
servicing. This means that a user’s interest usually involves multiple aspects relating to
multiple topics. Hence, in this thesis, users’ interests will be extracted in multiple topics
rather than a single topic which reflects the diverse nature of user information needs.
Topic modelling [Blei et al., 2003, Wang and Blei, 2011, Wei and Croft, 2006] has
become one of the most popular probabilistic text modelling techniques, and has been
quickly accepted by machine learning and text mining communities. The most inspiring
contribution of topic modelling is that it automatically classifies documents in a collection
by a number of topics and represents every document with multiple topics and their corre-
sponding distribution. The topic-based representation generated by using topic modelling
can conquer the problem of semantic confusion compared with the traditional text mining
techniques. Nevertheless, there are two problems in directly applying topic modelling.
The first problem is that the topic distribution itself is insufficient to represent documents
due to its coarse dimensional representations (i.e., a pre-specified number of topics) which
ignore the specific and detailed information. The second problem is that the word-based
topic representations (i.e., each topic in a topic model is represented by a set of words)
are limited to distinctively and semantically represent topics and thus documents. The
representation by single words with probabilistic distributions breaks the relationships
between associated words. Therefore, topic modelling needs improved modelling users’
interests in terms of topics’ interpretations. In this thesis, a pattern-based topic model is
proposed to enhance the semantic interpretations of topics.
The proposed topic model represents topics using patterns with structural character-
istics which make it possible to interpret the topics with semantic meanings. As with
existing topic models, the proposed model is application independent and can be applied
to various domains. This research focuses on how the proposed pattern-based topic
model can be used in the area of information filtering (IF) for constructing content-based
user interest modelling, and additionally the research also investigates the feasibility
of applying the pattern-based topic model to query expansion in information retrieval.
Information filtering (IF) is a system to remove redundant or unwanted information from
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an information or document stream based on document representations which represent
users’ interests. The input data of IF is usually a collection of documents that a user is
interested, which represent the user’s long-term interests often called the user’s profile.
As mentioned before, users’ information needs usually involve multiple topics. Hence,
the proposed pattern-based topic modelling is applied to extract long-term user’s interest
through IF. Information retrieval (IR) typically seeks to find documents that are related to a
user generated query from a given collection. The input data of IR is a query consisting of
a number of terms which represent the user’s short-term interest. One significant problem
is that the length of queries is usually short and the keywords in a query are very often
ambiguous or inconsistent. Accordingly, we conducted preliminary work on solving the
problem of query expansion in IR.
For both IF and IR systems, besides user interest modelling, another essential part
is document relevance ranking, which estimates the relevance between user’s interests
and documents. Whether for information retrieval or information filtering, users always
expect to find the most relevant and reliable information. The quality of relevance ranking
can potentially impact on users’ perception of the specific ranking system’s reliability.
In this thesis, the relevance ranking models are established based on how to manage
topics and extract the most meaningful and useful information from the multiple-topic
user interest model.
1.2 Problems Statement and Objectives
The previous section in this chapter describes the motivation of this research and also
identifies the general problems in acquiring user information needs as well as ranking in-
formation relevance to user information needs. This section lists major research questions
that must be addressed in this thesis work.
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1.2.1 Research Problems
Topic modelling is an effective tool to manage large volumes of documents and user
profiles. As introduced in previous section, traditionally, the word-based topic repre-
sentation is limited in its capacity to semantically represent documents and topics. And
the word probabilistic distributions cannot identify those combinations of words that are
more associated with each other within one topic. Therefore, the first research problem
that needs to be solved is
• How to effectively and semantically represent topics in topic models.
Many successful models used in IF and IR consider users’ interests as single topics.
Nevertheless, in reality this is not the case. Users’ profiles can include multiple topics
and users’ interests are diverse by nature. Some attempts to use multi-topic models have
been studied in the fields of IF and IR, but most of them are restricted to using the topic
distribution or bag-of-words features in topics for modelling users’ interests and then
ranking documents. With the purpose of contributing to the applications of IF and IR by
using a novel topic modelling, we raise another research problem in this thesis,
• How to successfully implement a new semantically multi-topic model in the appli-
cations of IF and IR.
1.2.2 Research Objectives
In order to address the research problems, the primary research objectives of this thesis
are listed below:
• In order to conquer the ambiguity problem of word-based topic representation, we
will generate a more semantic topic representation for topic modelling.
By incorporating data mining techniques into topic modelling, pattern-based topic
modelling, which is introduced in Chapter 3, alleviates the problem of ambiguity of
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the topic representations in topic models by providing a promising way to meaning-
fully represent topics by patterns rather than single words. The pattern-based topic
representations can reveal associations among words within topics at the collection
level.
• In the application of IF, aiming at acquiring accurate user information needs, a
user interest model based on the proposed topic model will be constructed.
Once the user’s profiles are collected, in this thesis, we focus on modelling user’s
interests with multiple topics. By utilising the classical topic models, user’s in-
terests can be represented by a pre-defined number of topics, each of which is
represented by words and their distribution. As mentioned above the word-based
topic representation is not semantically meaningful enough for accurately repre-
senting user interests. In Chapter 4, the user’s interests will be modelled not only by
pattern enhanced topics, but also each topic is reconstructed with different groups
of patterns based on the statistics and significance of hierarchical patterns.
• In the IF system, a relevance ranking model will be proposed, based on the proposed
user interest model
In this thesis, ‘relevance’ of a document refers to the relevance between the user’s
interests and the document. Suppose the user’s interests are well represented with
pattern-based topics, what kind of patterns should be selected for more effective
performance of relevance ranking? Since very often the number of patterns in some
of the topics can be huge and many of the patterns are not discriminative enough
to represent specific topics, Chapter 4 will propose relevance ranking modelling
methods for document representation and relevance estimation. The topical patterns
for document modelling should be effectively selected.
• In the application of IR, utilising the proposed topic modelling, a novel query
expansion technique will be proposed.
For the information retrieval task, we do not have users’ personalised profiles. As
a result, we can only analyse users’ interests purely based on the provided query
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which is composed with limited number of terms. According to the pattern-based
topic representations, the query that the user generated can be reconstructed and
expanded with more relatively connected words that are based on topically related
patterns that contain stronger relationships within topics. In Chapter 6, a new query
expansion technique will be introduced.
In order to achieve these goals, surveys on topic modelling, information filtering,
information retrieval and text mining are investigated. Then we solve the problems step
by step and creatively propose advanced models in the areas we have targeted. The
objective of the research in this thesis is to develop a better structure and set of features
for representing users’ interests. The finding outcomes can improve the performance
of any user oriented systems, such as information filtering, information retrieval and
other communities. The contributions are original and highly significant, especially in
the present context of the rapid explosion of web information all over the world.
1.3 Contributions
This research makes important contributions to the domains of topic modelling, infor-
mation filtering and information retrieval. Specifically, this research proposes a novel
approach to incorporate data mining and topic modelling techniques for generating more
accurate topic models (i.e., the pattern-based topic model). Moreover, this research suc-
cessfully applies the pattern-based topic model to information filtering and information
retrieval to improve user interest modelling and document relevance ranking. For both
applications, not only the topic distribution but also the patterns in topic representations
are used in user interest modeling and also in document relevance ranking with the pur-
pose to deal with the limitations due to the coarse pre-specified number of topics and the
word-based topic representations in the traditional topic models.
For topic modelling, in order to interpret topic representation semantically and dis-
tinctively, we develop a new approach to use patterns (i.e., itemsets) to represent topics
instead of individual words as used in traditional topic models. The technique we propose
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in this thesis as an original contribution is listed below.
• We propose to integrate data mining techniques with statistical topic modelling
techniques to generate pattern-based topic models to represent document collec-
tions.
For information filtering, we propose two new models for user interest modelling
and document relevance ranking, Pattern-based Topic Model (PBTM) and Structural Pattern-
based Topic Model (StPBTM), respectively. The original contributions to the field of
information filtering can be described as follows:
• We propose to model users’ interests with multiple topics rather than a single topic
by utilising the proposed pattern-based topic modelling. The user’s interest model
is represented by topics at a general level and also represented by structured patterns
at a specific level.
• We propose a new ranking method to determine the relevance of new-coming doc-
uments based on the proposed pattern-based topic models . With this structured
representation, the most representative patterns can be identified, which will benefit
the filtering of relevant documents.
For information retrieval, a new Topical Pattern Query Expansion (TPQE) model is
proposed. It can effectively expand queries with semantic topical patterns. In the model,
the discovered relevant topical patterns are used to determine the relevant topics and thus
relevant words to expand a specific query.
• We present a query expansion approach by utilising the semantic topical patterns
which are generated by pattern-based topic model.
• We propose a new relevance ranking model based on the certainty of the related
topics and the specificity of expanded terms.
All the proposed models mentioned above are evaluated by experimental studies.
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1.4 Publication
The proposed models and some of the results from the research work discussed in this
thesis have been previously published in (or submitted to) international conferences and
a journal. These refereed papers are listed as follows.
Journal
• Yang Gao, Yue Xu, Yuefeng Li. Pattern-based Topics for Document Modelling in
Information Filtering. In IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering
(TKDE), 2014. (Accepted)
Conferences
• Yang Gao, Yue Xu, Yuefeng Li, and Bin Liu. A Two-stage Approach for Generating
Topic Models. In Advances in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, PAKDD’13,
pages 221-232. Springer, 2012.
• Yang Gao, Yue Xu, Yuefeng Li. Patten-based Topic Models for Information filter-
ing. In Proceeding of International Conference on Data Mining Workshop SEN-
TIRE, ICDM’13, 2013.
• Yang Gao, Yue Xu, Yuefeng Li. A Topic based Document Relevance Ranking
Model. In Proceedings of the companion publication of the 23rd International
Conference on World Wide Web companion, WWW’14, pages 271-272, 2014.
• Yang Gao, Yue Xu, Yuefeng Li. Topical Pattern based Document Modelling and
Relevance Ranking. In Proceedings of International Conference on Web Informa-
tion System Engineering, WISE’14, 2014.
• Yang Gao, Yue Xu, Yuefeng Li. Topical Pattern Query Expansion for Information
Retrieval. In Proceeding of Australasian Data Mining Conference, AusDM’14,
2014.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis is organised in to 7 Chapters which follow the structure in Figure 1.3:
Figure 1.3: Research Methodology and Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 This chapter is a literature review presenting the knowledge necessary to
address the problems defined in Section 1.2. The literature review covers useful tech-
niques in the area of information filtering, topic modelling, text mining and information
retrieval, and also pinpoints the limitations of existing techniques, then suggests possible
solutions.
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Chapter 3 In this chapter, a novel pattern-based topic model is proposed to address
the problems and limitations mentioned in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Also, experiments
with scientific datasets are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model on
discovering topics and expressing topics with meaningful patterns.
Chapter 4 In this chapter, the pattern-based topic modelling (in Chapter 3) is utilised
to analyse and construct user interest models in information filtering. Further, based on
the semantic and structured user interest models, relevance ranking models are proposed,
which are the PBTM model and the StPBTM model, respectively.
Chapter 5 This chapter discusses the evaluation for the IF models proposed in
Chapter 4. To ensure the effectiveness, different types of baseline models are used for
comparison. The discussion explains the reasons for the outstanding performance of the
proposed model on IF.
Chapter 6 In this chapter, Topical Pattern Query Expansion (TPQE) model is pre-
sented to expand the queries in information retrieval. The performance of the proposed
model is compared with state-of-the-art IR models, with the purpose of verifying the
feasibility of the proposed query expansion model.
Chapter 7 This chapter summarises the key findings and highlights the significant
contributions in this thesis. Limitations are also pointed out and consequently highlight
the need for further research in the future. In addition, the proposed models can be adapted
and applied in other related fields.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter presents a critical review of the literature essential to addressing the research
gaps introduced in Chapter 1. This review presents and analyses current theory and
methodologies that have been used in relevant research areas. In so doing, sound argument
is developed to support the research undertaken in this thesis.
Figure 2.1: Related research areas and coverage of literature review
Figure 2.1 clearly outlines the main areas that are involved in this research. Specif-
ically, the literature covers information filtering, information retrieval, text mining and
topic modelling. The Figure 2.1 depicts that these areas are not fully independent from
each other. They share common problems and also some techniques. In this chapter,
each of the four related research area is addressed according to its specific relevance
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to the present research topic. Both information filtering and information retrieval are
large areas that can be extensively explored, but in this thesis, we focus on content-based
information filtering and query expansion for information retrieval. We also introduce
relevant techniques from the areas of topic modelling and text mining.
2.1 Topic Modelling
The study of topic modelling started from the need to compress large data into more
useful and manageable knowledge. Firstly, Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [Deerwester
et al., 1990] uses a singular value decomposition of the matrix of a collection, forming
a reduced linear subspace that captures the most significant features of the collection.
Then, another remarkable step is Probabilistic LSA (PLSA) model [Hofmann, 1999]
which is a generative data model that can provide a solid statistical foundation. In the
statistical mixture model, each word in a document as a sample from a mixture model,
where the mixture components are multinomial random variables that can be viewed as
representations of topics. Thus each independent document is represented by a list of
mixing proportions of latent topics, and each of topic is represented by mixing words of
multinomial random variables. Thus, the joint probabilities of observing all terms are
generated by the mixture process as follow:
P(d,w) = P(d)
m∏
i=1
P(wi|d), where
P(wi|d) =
∑
z∈Z
P(wi|z)P(z|d)
(2.1)
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) extends the pLSA by adding the Dirichlet process prior
to optimising the topic distribution over documents and word distribution over topics.
2.1.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Topic modelling algorithms are used to discover a set of hidden topics in collections
of documents, where a topic is represented as a distribution over words. Topic models
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provide an interpretable low-dimensional representation of documents (i.e., with a limited
and manageable number of topics).
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei, 2012, Blei et al., 2003] is a typical statistical
topic modelling technique and the most common topic modelling tool currently in use.
It can discover the hidden topics in collections of documents from the appearing words
in the documents. Let D = {d1, d2, · · · , dM} be a collection of documents. The total
number of documents in the collection is M. The idea behind LDA is that every document
is considered as involving multiple topics and each topic can be defined as a distribution
over a fixed vocabulary of words that appear in documents. Specifically, LDA models
a document as a probabilistic mixture of topics and treats each topic as a probability
distribution over words. For the ith word in document d, denoted as wd,i, the probability
of wd,i, P(wd,i) is defined as:
P(wd,i) =
V∑
j=1
P
(
wd,i|zd,i = Z j
)
× P
(
zd,i = Z j
)
(2.2)
zd,i is the topic assignment for wd,i, zd,i = Z j means that the word wd,i is assigned to topic j
and the V represents the total number of topics. Let φ j be the multinomial distribution
over words for Z j, φ j =
(
ϕ j,1, ϕ j,2, · · · , ϕ j,n
)
,
∑n
k=1 ϕ j,k = 1. θd refers to multinomial
distribution over topics in document d. θd =
(
ϑd,1, ϑd,2, · · · , ϑd,V), ∑Vj=1 ϑd, j = 1. ϑd, j
indicates the proportion of topic j in document d. LDA is a generative model in which
the only observed variable is wd,i, while the others are all latent variables that need to be
estimated. [Blei et al., 2003] introduce Dirichlet to the posterior probabilities φ j and θd,
which contributes to optimise the distributions.
Among many available algorithms for estimating hidden variables, the Gibbs sam-
pling method is a very effective strategy for parameter estimation [Steyvers and Griffiths,
2007] that is used in this thesis. After a sufficient number of sampling iterations, the
estimated φˆ j and θˆd of word-topic distribution and topic-document distribution can be
obtained.
ˆϕ j,w =
n(w)j + β
n(.)j + wβ
, ϑˆ
j
d =
n(d)j + α
n(d). + Vα
(2.3)
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where n is a count matrix, n(w)j is the number of times word w has been assigned to topic
j in the vector of assignments z, n(d)j is the number of times a word from document d has
assigned to topic j, and n(d). is the number of counting words in d, n
(.)
j is the total number
of words assigned to topic j in the corpus.
2.1.2 Topical n-Gram (TNG)
The TNG model automatically and simultaneously discovers topics and extracts topically
relevant phrases. It has been seamlessly integrated into language modelling based IR tasks
[Wang et al., 2007]. The generative process can be described as follows:
1) draw discrete φz from Dirichlet β for each topic z;
2) draw discrete θd from Dirichlet α;
3) the difference of TNG from normal LDA model is to draw Bernoulli ϕzw from Beta
γ for each topic z and each word w; and
4) draw discrete σzw from Dirichlet δ for each topic z and each word w;
Bernoulli chooses the assignment of the word w(d)i to topic φz or σ, which is used
to determine whether nearby content can be composed as phrases. Readers can refer
to [Wang et al., 2007] for more details. Compared with word representation, phrases are
more discriminative and carry more concrete semantics. Since phrases are less ambiguous
than words, they have been widely explored as text representation for text retrieval, but
little research shows significant effectiveness improvements. The likely reasons for the
discouraging performance include: 1) low occurrences of phrases in relevant documents;
2) lack of flexible number of words for a set of discovered phrases, which restricts the
semantic expression.
The topic representation using word distribution and the document representation
using topic distribution are the most important contributions provided by LDA. The topic
representation indicates which words are important to which topic and the document
representation indicates which topics are important for a particular document. Given a
collection of documents, LDA can learn topics and decompose the documents according
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to the topics. Furthermore, for a new-coming document, variational inference can be
utilised to situate its content in terms of the trained topics. However, single word-based
topic representations contain ambiguous semantics. Thus, the TNG improves the LDA
model by expanding word-based topic representation to phrase-based, which enhances
the explicit semantics of topics. However, TNG suffers from the low occurrence problem
and fails to significantly improve LDA.
2.1.3 Topic Model Labelling
Word-based multinomial distribution is used to represent topics based on the statistical
topic model, but it works less well on explicitly interpreting the semantics of the topics.
Normally words with high probability of a topic tend to suggest the meaning of the topic,
but single words have the problems of polysemy and synonymy. Thus, people tend to
label topics with semantic phrases. The general processes are normally conducted in two
steps [Zhai, 2008].
First, a set of candidate phrases are generated, either by parsing the text collection or
using statistical measures such as mutual information. Second, these candidate phrases
are ranked based on a probabilistic measure, which indicates how well a phrase can
characterize a topic model. Finally, a few top-ranked phrases would be chosen as labels
for a topic model. The selected labels can be diversified though eliminating redundancy.
Two popular methods are normally used. In the first, phrases are simply ranked based
on the likelihood of the phrase given in the topic model. Intuitively this would give
meaningful phrases with high probabilities according to the word distribution of the topic
model to be labelled. In the second method, phrases are ranked based on the expectation of
the mutual information between a word and the phrase taken under the word distribution
of the topic model. This second method is shown to be better than the first because
it would favour a phrase that has an overall similarity to the high probability words of
the topic model. Furthermore, a topic can also be labelled with respect to an arbitrary
reference/context collection to enable an interpretation of the topic in different contexts.
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But one drawback of the existing topic models is that the labelled representations
are heavily restricted to candidate resources. If the candidate resources cannot cover the
meaning of topics, the topic will be unavoidably mislabelled. There is other research on
topic semantics interpretation. For example, [Magatti et al., 2009] presented a method
to choose the most agreed labels to represent topics according to the similarity measures
between given topics and known hierarchies, and specific labelling rules. [Chang et al.,
2009] presented an experiment with human subjects and demonstrated that real world task
performance by topic modelling is the most convincing method for evaluation.
2.1.4 Topic Model in Information Retrieval
Topic models are incorporated in the frame work of a language model and achieve suc-
cessful retrieval results [Azzopardi et al., 2004, Lee and Lee, 2014, Wei and Croft, 2006,
Yi and Allan, 2009], which opened a new channel to model the relevance of documents.
The LDA-based document models are state-of-the-art topic modelling approaches. Infor-
mation retrieval systems based on these models achieved good performance. The authors
claimed the retrieval performance achieved by [Wei and Croft, 2006] not only because of
the multiple topics document model, but also because that each topic in the topic model is
represented by a group of semantically similar words, which solve the synonymy problem
of term based document models. In these document models, smoothing techniques [Zhai
and Lafferty, 2001b] utilise the word probability in whole collection to the smooth max-
imum likelihood (ML) estimate of observing a word in document, which has the same
effect as IDF in a term weighting model.
2.1.5 Application on Text Mining
Statistical topic models have recently been successfully applied to multiple text mining
tasks such as temporal text mining [Mei and Zhai, 2005], spatio-temporal text mining
and author-topic analysis [Mei and Zhai, 2006]. Contextual text mining [Mei and Zhai,
2006] (CtxTM) is a general probabilistic text mining model that extracts topics from text
collections, where the topics are about given contextual information such as time, location
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and sub-collection. Every topic is modelled by context from the documents, where a topic
is multinomial distribution over terms, the same as in topic models. Comparative Text
Mining (CTM)[Zhai et al., 2004] is a generative probabilistic mixture model for mining
latent common themes across all collections as well as discovering special themes within
one collection. In this model, each document is regarded as a mixture of a background
model with a mixing weight that covers common themes and specific aspect themes that
are discriminative for one collection. This model also successfully explores the short-text
area, such as social media [Lin et al., 2014].
2.1.6 Extended Topic Model
LDA is a very flexible model that can potentially integrate many complex distributions
and compose various components according to different tasks.
A number of methods are developed for analysing the evolution of topics based on
extensional topic modelling in document collections with timestamps, for instance, the
dynamic topic model [Blei and Lafferty, 2006], showing topical trends over time [Wang
and McCallum, 2006] and the latest multiscale dynamic topic model [Iwata et al., 2012].
Basically, there are two approaches to formulate dynamics in topic models. The first
approach models time dynamics by defining evolution on the hidden variables [Blei and
Lafferty, 2006]. The second approach uses the topics in the past and current epochs to
define a prior parameter for future epochs [Iwata et al., 2012].
Another extensional function is discovering relationships among topics or documents.
For instance, an author-topic model [Rosen-Zvi et al., 2004, Steyvers et al., 2004] learns
topics conditioned by the mixture of authors that composed a document, and by mod-
elling the network data [Mei et al., 2008a, Tang et al., 2008] can capture the directed
interactions and relationships between people; discover the relationships among the topics
and documents [Chang and Blei, 2009]; supervise the topics [Blei and McAuliffe, 2007]
with other information (i.e., authorship, citations) for extensional applications (such as
recommendations, [Wang and Blei, 2011] and signal process [Lee and Lee, 2014]).
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Probabilistic topic modelling [Tang et al., 2012, Wang and Blei, 2011] can also extract
long-term user information needs by analysing content and representing them in terms of
latent topics discovered from user profiles. The relevant documents are determined by
a user-specific topic model that has been extracted from user information needs [Zhang
et al., 2002]. These topic model based applications are all related to long-term user needs
extraction and related to the task of this thesis. But, there is a lack of explicit discrimina-
tion in most of the language models based approaches [Zhai, 2008] and probabilistic topic
models. This weakness indicates that there are still some gaps between the current models
and what we need to accurately model the relevance. Especially, when information needs
are sensitive to some parameters, both topic model and language models are very limited
in their capacity to represent the specificities.
In order to overcome the weakness in interpreting specificity of topic models, labelling
topic techniques [Mei et al., 2007] are developed for interpreting the semantics of topics
by phrases instead of the word based representations. Topical n-Gram (TNG) [Wang et al.,
2007] model automatically and simultaneously discovers topics and extracts topically
relevant phrases, and it is seamlessly integrated into the language modelling - based IR
tasks. But the improvement is not that significant. In our proposed model, patterns are
used to represent corpus and documents, which not only can solve the synonymy problem,
but also can deal with the low frequency problem of phrases.
Also, efficiency is a problem for online models due to the extra round of processing. In
this thesis we focus on offline topic models, i.e., topic models built beforehand according
to the collection and independent of specific queries, thus we will compare the offline
topic models with relevance models in our study.
2.2 Information Filtering
Information Filtering (IF) is a method that is rapidly evolving to manage large information
flows. The aim of IF is to expose users to information that is relevant to them [Hanani
et al., 2001] thus sharing the similar objective with Information Retrieval (IR). In order
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Table 2.1: A comparison between Information Retrieval and Information Filtering
Parameter Information Retrieval Information Filtering
Frequency of use ad-hoc use; queries repetitive use; long term users
Representation queries profiles
of information
Goal selection of relevant filtering out irrelevant data
data items for query items or collecting data items
Dataset relatively static very large dynamic
Type of users not known to the system systems keep user profiles
Scope of system concerned with only with concerned also with social issues
relevance of data items such as user modelling and privacy
to differentiate IF from IR, we refer to the comparisons taken by [Hanani et al., 2001] in
Table 2.1.
2.2.1 Differences between IR and IF
Filtering is based on descriptions of users’ needs, often called user profiles, which typ-
ically represent long-term interests [Belkin and Croft, 1992], while IR is typically con-
cerned with single users of the system, by a person with a one-time goal and one-time
query, which responds to the user’s inherent and short-term interests.
IF systems acquire user information needs from user profiles. IF systems are com-
monly personalised to support long-term information needs of a particular user or a group
of users with similar needs [Mostafa et al., 1997]. In the IF process, the primary objective
is to perform a mapping from a space of incoming documents to a space of user-relevant
documents. More precisely, denoting the space of incoming documents as D, the mapping
rank : D→ R such that rank(d) corresponds to the relevance of a document d.
IF denotes a group of techniques that help users to find the right information items
while filtering out undesired ones. In a number of applications, such as personal e-mail
filters based on personal profiles (i.e., spam email filtering [Almeida and Yamakami, 2010,
Thomas et al., 2011]), newsgroups filters for groups or individuals (i.e., news filtering [Wu
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et al., 2010]) and product filters in e-commerce applications that recommend products
and promotions to potential customers (i.e., recommender systems [Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin, 2011]).
In this relatively mature research area, two major different filtering approaches are
involved: Content-based Filtering (CBF) and Collaborative Filtering (CF). CBF is an
automatic process to explore the similarities of contents between information streams
(i.e., articles, images) and users’ interests represented in their personal profiles [Bordogna
et al., 2006, Yu et al., 2004]. In contrast, collaborative filtering uses the known preferences
of a group of users to make predictions of the unknown preferences of other users [Su and
Khoshgoftaar, 2009]. In this chapter, we only discuss the papers that are most relevant to
our work and mainly those referring to content filtering (CBF).
2.2.2 Components and Techniques in IF Systems
Figure 2.2: The general processes of IF system
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An information filtering system can utilise various related techniques to process in-
formation in different ways and the general processes involved in IF system are depicted
in Figure 2.2. The core models are the user model and filtering model. The user model
component explicitly or implicitly gathers information from users and their information
needs and can be constructed via different kinds of learning models, and then processed
as an input to filtering model. The filtering model is the heart of IF system [Hanani
et al., 2001] that matches the user profile with the represented data extracted from the
incoming document stream and then filters out the irrelevant documents. The basic
decision mechanism can be binary (i.e., relevant or irrelevant) or probabilistic (i.e., ranks
documents based on their relevance).
2.2.3 User Modelling in IF Systems
The user’s interests are extracted from long-term data in IF systems. The data ranges from
implicit to explicit acquisition according to user behaviour or user interested content.
The implicit approaches are often based on user behaviour (time spent, clicks) [Kon-
stan et al., 1997], user environment (visited URL) [Kim and Chan, 2005, Thomas et al.,
2011] or user feedback (rating) [Marlin, 2003]. The ‘implicit’ user model detects the
changes of user’s interests while observing the user. In this thesis, we focus on explicit
approaches to acquire a user interest model.
Broadly, there are two major categories of explicit user modelling: semantic analysis
and statistical analysis.
• Semantic Analysis
Semantic analysis allows learning more accurate profiles that contain concepts that
are defined in external knowledge bases [Lops et al., 2011]. Semantic approaches
attempt to utilise the linguistic description of natural language or provide an expres-
sive description logic language from the perspective of understanding the textual
meaning that users provide [Greengrass, 2000]. Ontology-based user profiling ap-
proaches (i.e., knowledge-based ontology [Li and Zhong, 2006, Yang et al., 2007])
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have been proposed mainly because of their strength of specifying primitive and
defined concepts and strong semantic relations.
[Tao et al., 2011] proposed an ontology-based knowledge retrieval framework, named
as the ONTO model, to capture user information needs by analysing general knowl-
edge and a local instance repository. [Shen et al., 2012] further proposed a advanced
matching approach that solves the problem of local information and global knowl-
edge mismatch. Topical models are an alternative way to semantically represent
corpus[Lau et al., 2014].
• Statistical Analysis
In statistical approaches, the documents retrieved or highly ranked are those doc-
uments which are relatively close to users’ long-term profiles in terms of some
statistical measures. Early approaches mainly focus on appropriate representations
of user interests and on improving filtering effectiveness. The user’s interests can
be represented by terms, phrases or patterns which are widely used in many text-
based applications, which will be specifically introduced in Section 2.4. However,
limitations of knowledge representation methods for modelling complex user’s in-
terests led to the investigation of more complicated statistical models, for exam-
ple, modelling long-term interests with a Bayesian Classifier [Billsus and Pazzani,
1999], ranking user preferences by mutual information between selection frequency
and item accessibility [Jung et al., 2005], using a neural network to model user’s
preference based on the nodes (represented by words) and strength of association
between the words [Jennings and Higuchi, 1993] and so on.
2.2.4 Filtering Modelling in IF Systems
The basic process performed by a filtering model is matching up the attributes of a
user profile in which preferences and interests are stored. The following subsections
concentrate on the main features of how filtering models work in this area.
• Ranking Models
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The most common used method in the information filtering community for achiev-
ing filtering tasks based on document representations is the Vector Space Model
(VSM). In this model, each document is represented by a feature vector with an
n-dimensional space in which each dimension corresponds to a distinct type of
representation (i.e., term, phrase, or pattern, as introduced in Section 2.4). A given
document vector has, in each component, a numerical value or weight indicating its
importance determined as a function of how often the corresponding representation
appears in the particular document, and sometimes, how often it appears in the
total document. Different weighting approaches are achieved by simply varying
this function. Hence, the representation of a document d according to this model is
given by the document vector d j = (w1,w2, · · · ,wn), where wk is the weight of the
kth term/phrase/pattern in the document d. The vector space representations ignore
the sequence in which they appear in a document. According to the weighting
function for the relevance to user profiles, a list of documents are sorted based on
their relevance ranking.
The popular term-based models include tf*idf, Okapi BM25 and various weighting
schemes for the bag of words representation [Li and Liu, 2003, Robertson et al.,
2004]. Term-based models have an unavoidable limitation on expressing semantics
and problems of polysemy (the presence of multiple meanings for one word) and
synonymy (multiple words with the same meaning). Therefore, people turn to
extracting more semantic features (such as phrases, n-grams, or the phrases from
the ontology-based user profiles) to represent a document. Although phrases are
less ambiguous than single words, there is little research [Turney, 2000] show-
ing effective improvement on text-based applications. The likely reason is that,
although phrases have superior semantic qualities, they have inferior statistical
qualities which means the frequency of occurrence in a document of phrases is
usually lower than individual words. Hence, the feature vectors of documents are
extracted with pattern-based representations, and corresponding approaches ([Li
et al., 2014, Wu et al., 2006, Zhong et al., 2012]) were proposed to increase the
effectiveness in IF area.
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The relevance of documents can also be determined by similarities between user’s
interests and documents , which are represented by vectors of features. The com-
monly used similarity measures are cosine similarity and Kullback-Leibler distance
[Kullback, 1987].
• Classification Models
Filtering can be seen as a case of single-label text categorisation, that incoming
documents can be classified as two categories: the relevant and the irrelevant [Se-
bastiani, 2002]. Formally, the classification task consists of two phases: learning
phase and decision-making phase. In the learning phase, a machine learning algo-
rithm is applied to build a classifier; then this classifier is utilised to predict and
decide the category that new documents belong to. The document retrieval can be
regarded as a classification task. Methods [Cao et al., 2006], such as Naive Bayes,
kNN and SVM, assign binary decisions to documents (relevant or irrelevant) as a
special case of classification. A variety of learning algorithms are given below in
relation to classification and user profiling.
– k-Nearest Neighbour
The basic idea of k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) is one of the most basic classi-
fiers. Its training phase consists only of storing all training examples as clas-
sifiers (such as n-dimensional space of terms that can be represented using the
VSM). Therefore, the nearest neighbours are decided as relevant documents
for those closer in the document space, based on distance measures such as the
Euclidean distance. k-NN is successfully implemented in IF systems [Ault and
Yang, 2001, Bezerra and de AT de Carvalho, 2004] . But the most important
drawback of this model is its efficiency in the case of high dimensional and
large-scale datasets as a high computational cost at the classification phase.
– Naı¨ve Bayes
The Naı¨ve Bayes classifier is one of the most successful algorithms for clas-
sification. It is a probabilistic approach to inductively learn a model based
on previously observed data. A priori probability, P(c), is the probability of
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observing a document in class c, and P(d|c), the probability of observing the
document d given c. The model estimates a posteriori probability, P(c|d), of
document d belonging to class c based on all of the observing probabilities,
which follows the Bayes theorem:
P(c|d) = P(c)P(d|c)
P(d)
(2.4)
The class with the highest probability is assigned to the document d,:
c = arg max
c j
P(c j)P(d|c j)
P(d)
(2.5)
P(d) is removed as it is equal for all c j. Probabilities P(c) and P(d|c) can be
estimated by observing the training data. The naı¨ve Bayes classifier assumes
that all the words or tokens in the observed document d are conditionally
independent among each given class, which is encoded by the equation:
P(d|c j) =
|τ|∏
k=1
P(wk|c j) (2.6)
The method illustrated above is the most basic idea of Naı¨ve Bayes classifi-
cation. Many variants are proposed to model the user interests and filtering
model , such as Hierarchical Bayesian modelling [Yu et al., 2004, Zigoris
and Zhang, 2006] that takes the structure and distribution of user interests
into consideration, and the complex Bayesian classifier that allows limited
dependencies between features based on the user domain-specific knowledge
[Sahami et al., 1998].
– Logistic Regression
Regression methods also greatly benefit the IF model [Chang et al., 2008,
Goodman and Yih, 2006]. It is largely equivalent to a single layer neural
network [Yih et al., 2006]. In particular, logistic regression models follow the
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basic form:
Pw¯(Y = 1|x¯) = exp(w¯x¯)1 + exp(w¯x¯) (2.7)
where Y is the variable being predicted (Y takes values of 1 or 0 in this case).
If this probability is over some threshold, we predict it as 1, otherwise is 0. x¯
represents the input data, such as terms, and w¯ represents a vector of weights
of the relative terms. The weights are learnt in such a way as to maximize the
probability of the training data:
arg max
w¯
n∏
i=1
Pw¯(Y = yi|x¯i) (2.8)
When a new document arrives, we find a list of matched training terms, and
sum the weights associated with those terms, then determine the output.
– Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Many other machine learning based models are implemented in the field of
information filtering, such as LSI-SDI [Foltz and Dumais, 1992]. This method
permits latent semantic comparison of documents rather than simply keyword
matches between user’s interests and document relevance. Artificial neural
networks (ANN) [Jennings and Higuchi, 1993] also presents a suitable way for
personalising compact representations with vectors of features. But it requires
heavy offline computation to build the user interest model. In statistical mod-
els, user profiles are represented by probability distribution, and the filtering
component calculates the distance or similarity between the user interests and
the distribution of document space [Zhang et al., 2002].
The approaches described above are primarily developed to identify the information
content, and all assume that single topics are involved in the user’s interests. However,
user’s interests, in reality, are dynamic and diverse. Therefore, new techniques should be
developed to reflect the multiple-topic property of user interest modelling. Furthermore,
user’s interests can be at different levels of granularity, which means that they can reflect
either general topics corresponding with high level categories, or more specific details
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corresponding with representations of topics. In this thesis, our models are proposed in
this way.
2.3 Information Retrieval
Figure 2.3: The general processes of an IR system
An Information Retrieval (IR) system typically seeks to find documents in a given
collection that are related to a given information need. The information need, which
is different from IF, is expressed by a query that is generated by the user. The general
architecture of an information retrieval system is depicted in Figure 2.3. The user needs
to submit a query to the retrieval system through the query operations model. The retrieval
model uses the document index to retrieve the documents that likely to be relevant to the
user, based on the searching and ranking methods. The scores of each retrieved document
is calculated and the documents are ranked according to these scores. Finally, the top
documents are presented to the end user according to the ranking scores.
As with IF, there are broadly two major categories of IR technology and research:
semantic and statistical. Ontology, linguistic analysis, models such as the Boolean Model,
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the Vector Space Model and Probabilistic Model and their variations, are often used in IR.
Therefore, we will not review them again in details.
However, given that user queries are usually too short or ambiguous to express com-
plete or accurate semantics, the simple retrieval model may be prone to errors. Thus,
query operations (such as query expansion) is a key step in various IR frameworks. The
well-known pseudo-feedback process, which expands the initial query by adding related
terms that are representative in previously retrieved documents, is an effective query
expansion technique. Relevance feedback can also perform a new query in terms of taking
the results that are initially returned from a given query and using information provided
by the user about whether or not those results are relevant [Carpineto and Romano, 2012].
The expanded terms are always associated with original terms, which can be extracted
from top ranked documents or from linguistic concepts (i.e., WordNet), or calculating co-
occurrence of similar terms. The most popular query reweighting technique is modelled
after Rocchio’s formula for relevance feedback [Salton and Buckley, 1997]. And the
general formulation is described as follows in Equation 2.9:
w′t′,q′ = (1 − λ) × wt,q + λ × scoret (2.9)
where q′ is the expanded query, q is the original query, λ is a parameter to weight the
relative contribution of query terms and expansion terms, and scoret is a weight assigned
to expansion term t.
Another commonly used approach is model-based, which is to build a statistical
language model for the query and specify a probability distribution over terms. LDA
has been more widely used in model-based IR. It was combined with the language model
for document smoothing [Mei et al., 2008b, Yi and Allan, 2009] (typically like LBDM
[Wei and Croft, 2006]) and for query expansion techniques, such as model-based feedback
[Zhai and Lafferty, 2001a] as mixture model and relevance model with Markov random
fields [Lavrenko and Croft, 2001, Metzler and Croft, 2007]. The combination works
mainly because it takes the advantages from LDA’s multiple topic representation for
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document modelling and relevance feedback, viewing each document as topics to discover
better query-specific topics. However, most of these works assume that query terms
are independent from the given documents, which can result in poorly performed query
expansion. Compared with traditional retrieval models (e.g., the vector-space model),
the language modelling approaches perform equally well but have many advantages,
such as statistical foundation, automatic setting of retrieval model parameter and easily
accommodating different retrieval tasks.
The topical n-Gram model (TNG) proposed in [Wang et al., 2007] automatically
discovers term relationships within topics, and extracts topically relevant and flexible
phrases. Also topical PageRank can extract keyphrases [Liu et al., 2010]. But syntacti-
cally valid phrases often share low frequency in documents which cause poor performance
for some queries. In [Bai et al., 2005], dependence models have been incorporated to
extract term relationships for query expansion. This combination of terms is more flexible
than phrases and the expanded terms are dependent on the query and document. However,
the risk of query drift is still a problem in the query expanding area.
To solve the problem, the concept of optimisation is prevalent for choosing relevant
information. For example, optimisation is treat as a classification task [Cao et al., 2008]
that discriminates relevant from irrelevant expansion terms depending on whether they im-
prove the performance. The approach proposed in [Maxwell and Croft, 2013] focuses on
in-query terms selection by defining informative words and incorporating global statistics
and local syntactic phrase to improve the performance. The optimised smoothing [Mei
et al., 2008b] technique is a general unified optimization framework for smoothing lan-
guage models on graph structures. Collins-Thompson [Collins-Thompson, 2009] defines
an uncertainty set and models constraints to minimise the optimal loss over this set. Our
approach partially inherits the idea of “mitigate risk-reward tradeoff”, but we additionally
provide more concrete and meaningful categories to estimate the expanded query, and
the methods are proposed from different perspectives. In this thesis, we propose a new
approach, which incorporates multiple topics from topic modelling and association rule
mining techniques to discover semantic meaning of topics and inferentially exploit related
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terms for the original query, as a creative method for query expansion.
2.4 Text Mining
Text mining, usually considered as sub-domain of data mining, is a process of extracting
interesting and non-trivial knowledge from unstructured text documents [Tan et al., 1999].
Many techniques are involved in the text mining area, such as classification, clustering,
feature extraction, document summarization, sentiment analysis, relation mining. As
stated above the Vector Space Model is one of the most well-known filtering models,
and represents user interests and documents as a list of weighted vectors. In this section,
we predominantly review related feature extraction techniques used in the text mining
community and in the fields of information filtering or information retrieval.
2.4.1 Term-based Representation
• Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF)
TFIDF is the most basic and effective term-based feature extraction method that has
been widely used in information retrieval and filtering. It is calculated by:
t f ∗ id f (t, d) = t ft × log( |D|d ft ) (2.10)
where t f ∗ id f (t, d) denotes the term weighting that indicates the statistical signifi-
cance that the term t represents a feature of document d, t ft denotes the frequency
of a term t in a document d, and d ft is the number of documents in collection D that
contain t. log(
|D|
d ft
) assigns high weights to those more distinctive terms appearing
in a few documents, while low weights to those common terms that are spread over
many documents. Some variations [Lan et al., 2005] were also used in many area,
but not significant difference among them. Consequently, TFIDF is always set as
one of the most popular baseline models.
• Okapi BM25
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The length of document has no impact to the document relevance, but the TFIDF
method has not eliminated its impact on retrieval. In order to create a equal chance
of all documents with varying length, Okapi BM25 scores the document d as fol-
lows:
BM25(t, d) =
t f × (k + 1)
k1 × ((1 − b) + b DLAVDL ) + t f
× log
(r + 0.5)
(n − r + 0.5)
(R − r + 0.5)
(N − n − R + r + 0.5)
(2.11)
where N and R are the total number of documents and the number of positive
documents in training set, respectively; n is the number of documents that contain
term t; r is the number of positive documents which contain term t; t f is the term
frequency; DL and AVDL are the document length and average document length
receptively; k1 and b are the tuning parameters.
• Methods combined with information-theory function
Another kind of weighting term approach is to adopt feature selection metrics, such
as information gain, χ2, gain ratio, and mutual information. The main objective
of this approach is to select the most relevant and discriminating features based on
information-theoretic functions. However, this approach is not always superior over
TFIDF methods, whose performances depend on different tasks [Lan et al., 2006].
All the term-based representations focus on improving the statistics of a single term,
but provides no possibility for increasing the semantic accuracy, which is the bottleneck
of term-based representation. Furthermore, the underlying relations among words can
hardly be reflected. Therefore, people utilize the combination of single words to solve
the problem of semantic ambiguity. In general, phrases carry more specific content than
single words.
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2.4.2 Phrased-based Representation
Data mining techniques were applied to text mining and classification by using word
sequences as descriptive phrases (n-Gram) from document collections [Cavnar et al.,
1994, Fu¨rnkranz, 1998]. But the performance of n-Gram is restricted due to low frequency
of phrases in documents.
Although phrases and n-Gram are stronger at interpreting semantic meaning, they
perform less well with statistical properties in matching representations with documents
when compared with term-based representation. In order to balance the statistical and
semantic properties, researchers propose to extract pattern-based features for representing
the user’s interests.
2.4.3 Pattern-based Representation
Association rules are interesting patterns that are discovered from a given dataset. Asso-
ciation rule mining is motivated by finding regularities in the shopping behaviour of cus-
tomers in supermarkets. Two important basic measures for association rules are support
and confidence. The two thresholds for finding user-specific interesting items are called
minimal support and minimal confidence respectively, additional constraints of interest
rules also can be specified by users. Support(s) of an association rule is defined as the
percentage of records that contains X ∪ Y to the total number records in the transactional
database, where X, Y are sets of items called itemsets, and X ∩ Y = . Confidence(c)
is the percentage of the number of transactions that contain X ∪ Y to the total number of
records that contain X, where, if the percentage exceeds the threshold of confidence, an
interesting association rule X → Y can be generated.
S upport(XY) =
count of X ∪ Y
total number of transactions
Con f idence(X|Y) = S upport(XY)
S upport(X)
(2.12)
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Association rule mining, first studied in [Agrawal et al., 1993] for market basket analy-
sis, has become one of the most important data mining techniques and contributed to very
promising research. It is useful for discovering interesting correlations and associations
hidden in large datasets. Traditionally, two phases are involved in mining association
rules:
• Frequent itemset generation: to find all the item sets that satisfy the minimal support
threshold. These item sets are called frequent itemsets.
The computational complexity for frequent itemset generation is a key issue has
been studied popularly, especially for large datasets. Firstly, the AIS (Agrawal,
Imielinski, Swami) algorithm was proposed for mining association rule [Agrawal
et al., 1993]. But too many candidate itemsets need to be scanned which requires
more space and time. A more widely adopted algorithm for frequent itemset mining
is Apriori [Agrawal et al., 1994]. It is more efficient during the candidate generation
process, mainly because it avoids counting the candidate itemsets which are known
to be infrequent. However, Apriori still inherits the drawback of scanning the whole
databases many times. Many modified techniques based on Apriori are proposed
to improve the computational efficiency on generating frequent itemsets, such as
the hashing technique (i.e., DHP [Park et al., 1995]), partitioning technique (i.e.,
SON [Savasere et al., 1995]), sampling approach [Toivonen et al., 1996], dynamic
itemset counting [Brin et al., 1997] and many other techniques are listed by [Han
et al., 2007a].
The Apriori-based algorithms have two bottle necks: (1) they generate huge number
of candidate itemsets and(2) they scan the whole database many times. To overcome
these problems, the FP-Tree (frequent pattern tree) [Han et al., 2000] method is
designed as tree structure, and only passes over the database twice, generating
frequent patterns without candidate generation process. Due to its advantages on
efficiency, many extensions to the FP-Tree approach are proposed for generating
frequent itemsets.
• Rule generation: to extract those itemsets with larger confidence than user-specified
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minimal confidence threshold from the previous step. These rules are called strong
rules.
Given frequent itemsets, large number of association rules can be generated ac-
cording to different user-specific confidences. For example, Let Y = a, b, c be the
frequent itemset. There are six candidate association rules that can be generated
from Y : {a, b} → {c} , {a, c} → {b} , {b, c} → {a} , {a} → {b, c} , {b} → {a, c} , {c} →
{a, b}. Computing the confidence of an association rule does not require additional
scan processing but produce redundant rules, largely because of the huge num-
ber of patterns satisfying the minimalsupport threshold. It is useful to identify
a small representative set of itemsets from which all other frequent itemsets can
be derived. Two such representations are proposed: maximal frequent itemset
and closed frequent itemset. Maximal frequent itemset is defined as a frequent
itemset for which none of its immediate supersets are frequent. Closed frequent
itemsets provide a minimal representation of itemsets without losing their support
information. An itemset X is closed if none of its immediate supersets has exactly
the same support count as X. The closed itemset has promise for reducing redundant
rules and also provides a concise and lossless representation of association rules
which are discussed in [Kryszkiewicz et al., 2004, Pasquier et al., 2005, Zaki, 2004].
A variety of efficient algorithms such as Apriori, PrefixSpan, FP-tree, have been
proposed and extensively developed for mining frequent patterns more efficiently. But
normally, the number of returned patterns is huge because if a pattern is frequent, each of
its sub-patterns is frequent too. Thus, [Xu et al., 2011] attempt to select the most reliable
and concise patterns. For example, a number of condensed representations of frequent
itemsets have been proposed, such as closed itemsets [Han et al., 2007a], maximal item-
sets [Bayardo Jr, 1998], free itemsets [Boulicaut et al., 2003], disjunction-free itemsets
[Bykowski and Rigotti, 2003], non-derivable itemsets [Calders and Goethals, 2002], and
essential itemsets [Casali et al., 2005]. The primary purpose of these condensed repre-
sentations is to enhance the efficiency of using the generated frequent itemsets as well as
without losing any information.
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Among these proposed itemsets, frequent closed patterns have great interest for repre-
senting user profile and documents. That is mainly because, for a given support threshold,
all closed patterns contain sufficient information regarding all corresponding frequent
patterns, whereas other sets of patterns, though compact as well, usually cannot contain
the complete support information. Despite this, such mining often generates a great
number of frequent patterns. Thus, there has been considerable interest in mining useful
patterns efficiently. The TFP algorithm is proposed in [Han et al., 2007b, Wang et al.,
2005], which extracts top-k most representative closed patterns in terms of pattern length
that no less than min−l instead of traditional support confidence criteria. Furthermore,
closed patterns stand on the top of the hierarchy induced by each equivalence class making
it possible to informatively infer the supports of frequent patterns. Therefore, in this
thesis, we intend to utilize the hierarchical structure of patterns based on equivalence
class partition to represent user profile creatively.
Typical models include Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [Deerwester et al., 1990,
Hofmann, 1999], Hyperspace Analogue to Language [Azzopardi et al., 2005, Burgess
et al., 1998], and Non Latent Similarity [Cai et al., 2004]. These models all introduce a
new conceptual space for representing documents and user interests.
2.5 Chapter Summary
This literature review differentiates information filtering and information retrieval in terms
of definition, scope, type of users, input data, and introduces the common techniques and
models that have been often used in IF and IR. The literature review also points out the
core challenges of these two applications which mainly include user interest modelling
and relevance ranking. Thus, the related techniques introduced in this chapter focus on
the two tasks. Further, all the introduced techniques address representing knowledge and
ranking relevance from semantic and statistical points of view. In the area of IF, the
mostly common used approaches assume that a user is interested in a single topic only.
However, the user’s interests, in reality, generally contain multiple topics. Moreover, in
order to construct a precise user interest modelling, at a specific level each topic should be
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described by concise and semantic representations. In the area of IR, topic models have
been utilized in query expansion [Metzler and Croft, 2007, Zhai and Lafferty, 2001a],
but the existing topic-based systems can only utilize the individual words that are used to
represent topics to expand original query terms. The words in topic representations are
not strongly associated with each other and therefore the word-based topic representations
do not provide sufficient information to determine strongly relevant words to expand
query terms. To deal with all the above-stated problems in IF and IR, new techniques for
semantically representing topics with more meaningful representations are in demand.
In terms of techniques, both topic modelling and text mining are well developed in
their own fields and have been significantly beneficial in IR and IF. The essential methods
and algorithms of the two fields have been introduced above. In particular, we find that
topic modelling has drawbacks for topic representation. Although some attempts have
been conducted to address those disadvantages, such as topic labelling, the successful
applications to verify their effectiveness on topic interpretation are still rare. However,
techniques in text mining area have advantages in semantic representation such as terms,
phrases and patterns. In order to take advantage of the merits of on user modelling
from both text mining and topic modelling, an innovation arises by combining these two
techniques, which will be introduced in detail in the following chapters.
Chapter 3
Pattern-based Topic Model
Basically, the existing statistical topic modelling approaches generate multinomial distri-
butions over words to represent topics in a given text collection. The word distributions
are derived based on word frequency in the collection. Therefore, popular words are very
often chosen to represent topics. For instance, Table 3.1 shows an example of multinomial
word distributions used to represent four topics of a scientific publication collection. It can
be seen from Table 3.1 that the word “method” dominantly occurs across all four topics
with high probability. It is obvious that “method” is a general word and very popularly
used in describing research in almost all areas. It actually will not contribute much to
uniquely represent distinctive features of any research area or topic. Such popular words
bring a lot of confusion to topic representation rather than distinctively representing the
topics.
Except for the ambiguity problem produced by popular words, another fundamental
problem is that topics are represented by multinomial distributions of isolated words
which lack semantic and interpretable meaning. Although topic models can supply much
information and annotate documents with the discovered topics and also supply word
distribution for each topic, users still have difficulty interpreting the semantic meanings
of the topics solely based on the distribution of words, especially for those who are not
very familiar with the related area.
In order to solve the problems of word ambiguity and semantic coherence that exist in
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Table 3.1: An example of topic representation using word distribution
Topic 0 Topic 10 Topic 11 Topic 12
method 0.043 data 0.437 method 0.072 classification 0.128
sample 0.042 mine 0.062 predict 0.064 feature 0.084
distribute 0.040 set 0.054 linear 0.028 accuracy 0.042
dimension 0.031 analyse 0.039 weight 0.025 class 0.036
parameter 0.028 application 0.033 kernel 0.025 method 0.036
estimate 0.027 method 0.030 variable 0.025 train 0.032
distance 0.025 real 0.023 model 0.025 performance 0.030
high 0.024 collection 0.014 dataset 0.025 selection 0.026
gene 0.023 recent 0.010 factor 0.025 machine 0.021
paper 0.023 synthetic 0.009 regression 0.023 state 0.020
almost all topic models, we need new methods to generate semantically meaningful topic
representations. The new methods should extract more distinctive representations and
discover the hidden associations under multinomial words distributions. In text mining,
many methods have been developed to generate text representation for a collection of
documents. Most text mining methods are keyword-based approaches which use single
words to represent documents. Based on the hypothesis that phrases may carry more
semantic meaning than keywords, approaches to use phrases instead of keywords have
also been proposed [Cavnar et al., 1994]. Recently, data mining based methods have been
proposed to generate patterns to represent documents which have achieved promising
results. Topic modelling has the advantage of classification from large collections, while
text mining is good at extracting interesting features to represent collections. So, it makes
sense to improve the accuracy and coherence of topic representations by utilizing text
mining techniques, especially term weighting and pattern mining methods.
In this chapter, a two-stage approach is proposed to combine the statistical topic mod-
elling technique with the classical data mining techniques, with the hope of improving
the accuracy of topic modelling in large document collections. In stage one, the most
recognized topic modelling method, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), is used to gener-
ate initial topic models. In stage two, the most popularly used term weighting method
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tf-idf and the frequent pattern mining method are used to derive more discriminative
terms and patterns to represent topics of the collections. Moreover, the frequent patterns
reveal structural information about the associations between terms that make topics more
understandable, semantically relevant and cover broader meanings. We have published
this part of work in [Gao et al., 2013b].
3.1 Stage 1 - Topic Representation Generation
LDA is the typical statistical topic modelling and the most common topic modelling tool
currently in use. It can discover the hidden topics in collections of documents using
the words that appear in the documents. Let D = {d1, d2, · · · , dM} be a collection of
documents, where M is the total number of documents in the collection. Assuming that
the total number of topics in D is V , let φ j be the multinomial distribution over words for
jth topic Z j, φ j =
(
ϕ j,1, ϕ j,2, · · · , ϕ j,n
)
,
∑n
k=1 ϕ j,k = 1. Overall, we have Φ = {φ1, φ2, · · · , φV}
for all topics. θd refers to the multinomial distribution over topics in document d. θd =(
ϑd,1, ϑd,2, · · · , ϑd,V), ∑Vj=1 ϑd, j = 1. ϑd, j indicates the proportion of topic j in document d.
Φ and θd are the results generated by LDA.
For illustrating the results derived by LDA, we take a simple example depicted in
Table 3.2 to Table 3.4, and let D = {d1, d2, d3, d4} be a small collection of four documents
with 12 words that appear in the documents. Assuming the documents in D involve 3
topics, Z1,Z2 and Z3. Table 3.2 illustrates the word distribution for each of the topics.
At the document level, each document di is represented by topic distribution θdi . For the
simple example given above, the document representation is illustrated in Table 3.3. Apart
from these two level representations, LDA also generates word-topic assignments, that is,
the word occurrence is considered related to the topics by LDA. Table 3.4 illustrates topic
distribution over documents and word-topic assignments in this small collection.
The topic representation using word distribution and the document representation
using topic distribution are the most important contributions provided by LDA. The topic
representation indicates which words are important to which topic and the document
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Table 3.2: Example results of LDA: Topic representation - probability distribution over
words
Topic Φ
φ1 w2 : 13 , w1 :
1
5 , w4 :
2
15 , w7 :
2
15 , w3 :
1
15 , w5 :
1
15 , w6 :
1
15
φ2 w8 : 13 , w1 :
4
15 , w7 :
2
15 , w9 :
2
15 , w2 :
1
15
φ3 w10 : 413 , w11 :
3
13 , w1 :
2
13 , w7 :
2
13 , w4 :
1
13 , w12 :
1
13
Table 3.3: Example results of LDA: Document representation - probability distribution
over topics
Document Z1(ϑdi,1) Z2(ϑdi,2) Z3(ϑdi,3)
d1 0.6 0.2 0.2
d2 0.2 0.5 0.3
d3 0.3 0.3 0.4
d4 0.3 0.4 0.3
representation indicates which topics are important for a particular document. These
representations have been widely used in various application domains such as information
retrieval, document classification and text mining. On the other hand, the word-topic
assignments also indicate which words are important to which topics, which is similar
to the topic representation. However, the topic representation is at corpus level, while
the word-topic assignments are at document level, which imply a more detailed or more
specific association between topics and words. In this thesis, we propose to mine word-
topic assignments generated by LDA for more accurate or more discriminative topic
representations for a given collection of documents.
3.2 Stage 2 - Topic Representation Optimisation
For most LDA based applications, the words with high probabilities in topics word dis-
tributions are usually chosen to represent topics. For example, the top four words for the
three topics, as shown in Table 3.2, are: w2,w1,w4,w7 for topic 1, w8,w1,w7,w9 for topic
2 and w10,w11,w1,w7 for topic 3. From this simple example, we can see that words w1 and
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Table 3.4: Example results of LDA: word-topic assignments
Topic Z1 Z2 Z3
Document ϑd,1 words ϑd,2 words ϑd,3 words
d1 0.6 w1,w2,w3,w2,w1 0.2 w1,w9,w8 0.2 w7,w10,w10
d2 0.2 w2,w4,w4 0.5 w7,w8,w1,w8,w8 0.3 w1,w11,w12
d3 0.3 w2,w1,w7,w5 0.3 w7,w3,w3,w2 0.4 w4,w7,w10,w11
d4 0.3 w2,w7,w6 0.4 w9,w8,w1 0.3 w1,w11,w10
w7 have relatively high probabilities for all the three topics. That means they most likely
represent general concepts or common concepts to the three topics and cannot distinc-
tively represent any one of the three topics. Moreover, the words in topic representations
generated by LDA are individual single words. These single words provide insufficient
information about the relationships between the words and insufficient semantic meaning
to make the topics understandable. In this section, we propose two methods based on text
mining and pattern mining techniques, which are detailed in the following sub-sections,
and are directed at alleviating the above-stated problems.
3.2.1 Tf-idf Weighting Based Topic Modelling
The first method is based on the well-known term weighting method tf-idf (term frequency
inverse document frequency) [Lan et al., 2005]. The distinct feature of the tf-idf method is
that it chooses discriminative terms to represent a document or a topic rather than popular
terms. As we illustrated in the above example, there exist general or common terms in the
topics’ word distributions generated by LDA. We propose to utilize the tf-idf technique
to process the topics’ word distributions in order to generate more discriminative words
to represent topics. As illustrated in Table 3.4, LDA generates word-topic assignments
for each document, which reveal word importance to topics for that document. The basic
idea of the proposed tf-idf based method is to find the discriminative words from the words
which are assigned to a topic by LDA to represent that topic. There are two steps in the
proposed method. The first step is to construct a collection of documents called topical
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document collection, denoted as Dtopic. Each document in the collection consists of all
the word-topic assignments to a topic in the original document collection D. The second
step is to generate a set of words for representing each document in Dtopic by applying the
tf-idf method to the collection.
Construction of Collection Dtopic
Let Rdi,Z j represent the word-topic assignment to topic Z j in document di. Rdi,Z j is a
sequence of words assigned to topic Z j in document di. For the example illustrated
in TABLE 3.4, for topic Z1 in document d1, Rd1,Z1 = 〈w1,w2,w3,w2,w1〉, or simply
Rd1,Z1 = w1,w2,w3,w2,w1. Each constructed document d
′
j in Dtopic is defined as
d′j =
{
Rdi,Z j |di ∈ D
}
(3.1)
d′j consists of the word-topic assignment Rdi,Z j to topic Z j, each word-topic assignment
Rdi,Z j can be treated as a sentence in the document d
′
j. d
′
j is called a topical document since
it consists of the words for a particular topic. Assuming that the original document collec-
tion D has V number of topics, the collection Dtopic is defined as Dtopic =
{
d′1, d
′
2, · · · , d′V
}
.
For the example given in Table 3.4, a topical document collection can be constructed as
shown in Figure 3.1.
Construction of Document Representation for Collection Dtopic
For the topical document d′j, the word distribution over topic j, denoted as (φ j)t f−id f , is
generated based on their tf-idf scores, which are calculated by equation 3.2. t f (ti, j) is the
frequency of term ti, j in the ith topical document, where |d′i | is the count of terms in d′i ,
N(ti, j) is the count of ti, j that appears in d′i . Inverse document frequency (idf) reflects the
popularity of term ti, j across topical documents in Dtopic, where V is the total number of
topical documents and d f (ti, j) is the document frequency. Thus, high tf-idf term weighting
indicates high term frequency but low overall collection frequency.
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Figure 3.1: Dtopic with three topical documents
Table 3.5: Example results of tf-idf: Topic representation probability distribution over
words
Topic Φt f−id f
φ1 w2 : 0.1, w4 : 0.04, w5 : 0.04, w6 : 0.04, w1 : 0.02, w3 : 0.02, w7 : 0.017
φ2 w8 : 0.2, w9 : 0.08, w1 : 0.03, w2 : 0.02, w7 : 0.017
φ3 w10 : 0.19, w11 : 0.14, w12 : 0.046, w4 : 0.023, w1 : 0.019, w7 : 0.019
t f id f (ti, j) = t f (ti, j) × id f (ti, j) = N(ti, j)|d′i |
× log V + 1
d f (t fi, j)
(3.2)
Table 3.5 provides an example of the results which shows that, the tf-idf method
weakens the effect of the common words w1 and w7, while increasing the weights for
the distinctive words in each topic. This method increases the statistical property of term-
based topic representation, but it still lacks concrete and discriminative semantic meaning.
Thus, more advanced models need to be proposed to meet the semantic requirement.
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3.2.2 Pattern-based Topic Modelling
A pattern is usually defined as a set of related terms or words. As discussed in Section
2.4, patterns carry more semantic meaning and are more understandable than individual
words. The idea of the pattern-based representations starts from the knowledge of fre-
quent pattern mining. It plays an essential role in many data mining tasks directed toward
finding interesting patterns in datasets. We believe that pattern-based representations are
more meaningful and more accurately represent topics than word-based representations.
Moreover, pattern-based representations contain structural information which can reveal
the association between words. In order to discover semantically meaningful patterns to
represent topics and documents, two steps are proposed: firstly, construct a new trans-
actional dataset from the LDA results of the document collection D; secondly, generate
pattern-based representations from the transactional dataset to represent user needs of the
collection D.
• Construction of Transactional Dataset
The purpose of the proposed pattern-based method is to discover associated words
(i.e., patterns) from the words assigned by LDA to topics. With this purpose in
mind, we construct a set of words from each word-topic assignment Rdi,Z j instead
of using the sequence of words in Rdi,Z j , because for pattern mining, the frequency
of a word within a transaction is insignificant. Let Ii j be a set of words which occur
in Rdi,Z j , Ii j =
{
w|w ∈ Rdi,Z j
}
, i.e., Ii j contains the words which are in document di
and assigned to topic Z j by LDA. Ii j, called a topical document transaction, is a
set of words without any duplicates. From all the word-topic assignments Rdi,Z j
to Z j, we can construct a transactional dataset Γ j. Let D = {d1, · · · , dM} be the
original document collection, the transactional dataset Γ j for topic Z j is defined
as Γ j =
{
I1 j, I2 j, · · · , IM j
}
. For the topics in D, we can construct V transactional
datasets (Γ1,Γ2, · · · ,ΓV). An example of transactional datasets is illustrated in Table
3.6, which is generated from the example in Table 3.4.
• Generating Pattern Enhanced Topic Representation
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Table 3.6: Transactional datasets generated from Table 3.4
trans- topic document trans- topic document trans- topic document
action transaction action transaction action transaction
1 {w1,w2,w3} 1 {w1,w8,w9} 1 {w7,w10}
2 {w2,w4} 2 {w1,w7,w8} 2 {w1,w11,w12}
3 {w1,w2,w5,w7} 3 {w2,w3,w7} 3 {w4,w7,w10,w11}
4 {w2,w6,w7} 4 {w1,w8,w9} 4 {w1,w11,w10}
Γ1 Γ2 Γ3
Table 3.7: The frequent patterns discovered from the Z2 topical transaction database,
σ = 2
Patterns supp
{w1} , {w8} , {w1,w8} 3
{w9} , {w7} {w8,w9} , {w1,w9} , {w1,w8,w9} 2
Frequent itemsets are the most widely used patterns generated from transactional
datasets to represent useful or interesting patterns. The basic idea of the proposed
pattern-based method is to use frequent patterns generated from each transactional
dataset Γ j to represent Z j. For a given minimal support threshold σ, an itemset X
in Γ j is frequent if supp(X) >= σ, where supp(X) is the support of X which is
the number of transactions in Γ j that contain X. The frequency of the itemset X is
defined
supp(X)
|Γ j| . Topic Z j can be represented by a set of all frequent patterns,
denoted as XZi =
{
Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi
}
, where mi is the total number of frequent
patterns in XZi and V is the total number of topics. Take Γ2 as an example, which
is the transactional dataset for Z2. For a minimal support threshold σ = 2, all fre-
quent patterns generated from Γ2 are given in Table 3.7 (‘itemset’ and ‘pattern’ are
interchangeable in this thesis). Compared with the term-based topic representation,
patterns represent the associated words that carry more concrete and identifiable
meaning. For instance, “data mining” is more concrete than just the single word
“mining” or “data”.
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3.3 Algorithm
The core idea of the two proposed models is to discover the inner relations among all
associated terms within each topic. The models try to construct new topical datasets
and generate new representations, in order to extract and highlight the semantics of topic
representations. The methods are depicted by Algorithm 1 and 2.
Algorithm 1 Two-stage tfidf
Input: a collection of documents D;
minimum support σ j as threshold for topic Z j, j = 1, · · · ,V;
number of topics V .
Output: the word distribution of topic Z j, (φ j)t f−id f , j = 1, · · · ,V .
1: Generate topic representation Φ and Rdi,Z j by applying LDA to D
2: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
3: Construct new topical document d′j, d
′
j =
{
Rdi,Z j |di ∈ D
}
4: end for
5: for each topical document d j ∈ Dtopic, j = 1, · · · ,V do
6: Generate new representations (φ j)t f−id f for topic Z j using t f id f score
7: end for
Algorithm 2 Two-stage pattern
Input: a collection of documents D;
minimum support σ j as threshold for topic Z j;
number of topics V
Output: pattern-based topic representation XZ j , j = 1, · · · ,V
1: Generate topic representation Φ and Rdi,Z j by applying LDA to D
2: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
3: Construct topical document transaction Ii j =
{
w|w ∈ Rdi,Z j
}
which contains the
words in document di and assigned to topic Z j
4: Construct transactional dataset Γ j for topic Z j, Γ j =
{
I1 j, · · · , IM j
}
, where M is the
number of original documents in D
5: Generate topic representations XZ j for topic Z j using a pattern mining technique so
that for each pattern X in XZ j , supp(X) > σ j
6: end for
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3.4 Experiment and Evaluation
We have conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed two topic
modelling methods. In this section, we present the results of the evaluation.
3.4.1 Datasets
Four datasets are used in the experiments, which contain the abstracts of the papers
published in the proceedings of KDD, SIGIR, CIKM and HT from 2002 to 2011. The
four datasets contain 1227, 1722, 2048 and 483 abstracts, respectively. The abstracts
were crawled from the ACM digital library1, and stemmed by using Porter’s stemmer
package2 in the Apache’s Lucene Java.
3.4.2 Experiment Procedure
The whole procedure taken in the experiments is depicted in Figure 3.2. The first step is
dataset preparation to construct the datasets described in Section 3.4.1. Then in the step
of topic generation, we utilize the sampling-based LDA tool provided in MALLET3 to
generate LDA topic models. The number of topics V = 20, the number of iterations of
Gibbs sampling is 1000, the hyperparameters of LDA α = 50/V = 2.5, β = 0.01 in this
experiment as used in [Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007]. Step 3 is to construct the topical
document datasets and the transactional datasets for optimizing topic representations, and
the final step is to generate the discriminative terms based and the frequent pattern-based
topic representations using the proposed methods introduced in Section 3.2. We divide
each dataset into a training set and a testing set, 90% of the documents in each dataset are
used as the training set for generating topic models, while the other 10% of the documents
in each dataset are left for evaluation.
1http://dl.acm.org/
2http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer
3http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/index.php. MALLET is a Java-based package for topic modelling and other
machine learning applications to text
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Figure 3.2: Four steps for generating t f -id f and pattern enhanced topic representations
3.4.3 Experiment Result Analysis
LDA is chosen as the baseline model to compare with the two proposed methods in
the experiments. Table 3.8 demonstrates some examples of the topic representations
generated by using the three models, i.e., the LDA model, the tf-idf based model, and
the pattern-based model. The top 12 words or patterns in each of the topic representations
generated by the three models are displayed in Table 3.8 for two topics, topic 4 and topic
0, of dataset KDD.
From the results, we can see that the top 12 words or patterns have a large overlap
between each pair of the three methods, which could indicate that all three methods
can derive similar representations. But, when taking a close look, we can see that the
results generated by the pattern-based method provide much more concrete and specific
meaning. For example, for topic 4, all three methods rank ‘large’ as the top word, which
is a general term. However, the pattern-based method generates more specific patterns
‘large algorithm’, ‘large scale’, and ‘large compute’ which make the topic representation
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Table 3.8: Examples of topics representations (topic 4 and topic 0 for dataset KDD)
Topic 4 Topic 0
Baseline Tf-idf Patterns Baseline Tf-idf Patterns
large large large method sample method
algorithm scale algorithm sample dimension distribution
compute algorithm compute distribution parameter high
efficient efficient efficient dimension gene sample
scale highly scale parameter distance dimension
number fast number estimate outlier estimate
size size size distance method parameter
order number large scale high low high dimension
correlate pair large algorithm gene distribution number
highly million order paper high sample method
local memory large compute random component distribution method
fast faster large efficient outlier random component
much easier to understand, while the other two methods cannot. Similar evidence can
be seen for topic 0 as well. We have shown an example in Table 3.1 where the word
‘method’ was chosen by LDA for representing four topics including topic 0. In Table
3.8, the topic representations for topic 0 generated by the three methods are listed, from
which we can see that, the ranking of the word ‘method’ was decreased by the tf-idf based
method. This indicates that the word ‘method’ is not a discriminative word for uniquely
representing topic 0. Moreover, the pattern-based representations enrich the content of the
topic representations generated by existing models such as LDA by discovering hidden
associations among words, which makes the topics more detailed and comprehensive.
However, many popular single words still exist on top of patterns list in Table 3.8, such
as words “large”, “method”. In this thesis, we adopt one pruning strategy to extract
patterns whose length is at least 2. To illustrate the usefulness of the pattern-based method,
we display in Table 3.9 some patterns contained in the topic representations for dataset
KDD. From the results, we can see that the extracted patterns provide meaningful topic
representations.
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Table 3.9: Sample patterns in five topics’ representations for dataset KDD
Topic Patterns
1 Probabilistic model, Information model, Text document, Topic model,
Markov model
9 Clustering based algorithm, Result algorithm, Algorithm quality,
Hierarchical cluster
10 Data mining, Data set, Data analysis, Data application, Data method,
Data set mining
14 Web user, User search, Query search, User query, User recommendation
18 Pattern mining, Frequent mining, Frequent patterns, Rule mining,
Association mining
3.4.4 Evaluation
The ultimate goal of the proposed methods as well as other existing topic modelling
methods is to represent the topics of a given collection of documents as accurately as
possible. For the existing topic modelling methods and the proposed methods, the topic
representations are word or pattern distributions with probabilities. The more certain the
chosen words or patterns are in the topic representations, the more accurate the topic
representations become. By taking this view, in this thesis, we use information entropy,
a well-known certainty measurement developed in information theory, as the merit to
evaluate the generalization performance of the proposed methods. Using the documents
in the testing set, we compute the entropy of the topic models generated from the training
set to evaluate the performance of the proposed models. The lower the entropy, the more
certain the topic models to represent the topics, and therefore the more predictable the
documents’ topics are. Formally, for a testing set Dtest, the entropy of the topic models is
defined as:
entropy(Dtest) = −
∑
z∈Z
∑
d∈Dtest
∑
w∈d
p(w|z)p(z)log[p(w|z)p(z)] (3.3)
where p(w|z) is the topic representation φz for a topic derived by LDA, the tf-idf based, and
the pattern-based methods. p(z) is the document representation θd generated from LDA.
For the evaluation, both the tf-idf weighting and patterns supports have been normalized
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Table 3.10: Evaluation results on four datasets
Datasets Baseline(LDA) Tf-idf Patterns
KDD 32.6 31.8 12.4
SIGIR 42.5 40.4 20.1
CIKM 49.7 47.7 26.6
HT 10.9 10.2 4.5
into probabilities. The evaluation result is presented in Table 3.10.
The evaluation clearly indicates that the tf-idf based model fairly achieved lower
entropy values than the baseline model, meaning that, it has better performance when
interpreting the meaning of the topics. Furthermore, the pattern-based method achieved
even much lower entropy values than either of the other two. Based on the results, we can
conclude that the pattern-based method apparently can generate more certain and more
accurate representations for the topics of a document collection.
3.5 Chapter Summary
The proposed two-stage model generates more discriminative and semantic rich represen-
tations for modelling the topics in a given collection of documents. The main contribution
of this model is the novel approach of combining data mining techniques and statistical
topic modelling techniques to generate pattern-based representations and discriminative
term based representations for modelling topics. In the first stage of the proposed ap-
proach, any topic modelling method, as long as it can generate words distributions over
topics, can be used to generate the initial topic representations for documents in the
collection. In the second stage, we proposed to mine the initial topic representations
generated in the first stage for more accurate topic representations by using the term
weighting method tf-idf and the pattern mining method. Our experiment results show
that the pattern-based representations and the discriminative term based representations
generated in the second stage are more accurate and more certain than the representations
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generated by the typical statistical topic modelling method LDA. Another strength pro-
vided by the pattern-based representations is that patterns carry structural information and
inner relations within each topic.
This model performs well on semantic interpretation at collection level, but how to
model an individual document is still a problem. Therefore, in the following chapter, we
further develop a document model and implement it in a real application. This study will
discover the structure of the patterns and discover the relationship between words, which
will represent the topics at a more detailed level.
Chapter 4
Pattern Enhanced Topic Models for
Information Filtering
The representations generated by the pattern enhanced LDA, discussed in Chapter 3, carry
more concrete and identifiable meaning than the word-based representations generated
using the original LDA. However, the generated topical patterns can only represent topics
at collection level. Document modelling with the proposed pattern-based topics is an
important task for real application. Moreover, the number of patterns in some of the topics
can be huge and many of the patterns are not discriminative enough to represent different
topics. As a result, some of the documents may not be represented by all these topic
representations. That means, these pattern-based topic representations which represent
user interests may need further improvement and adjustment for being accurately used to
determine the relevance of new documents to the user interests.
We proposed two information filtering models based on the proposed pattern enhanced
topic model discussed in Chapter 3, [Gao et al., 2013a, 2014b,c,d]. In summary, all of the
proposed models consist of two parts: training part to generate user information interests
from a collection of training documents (i.e., user interest modelling) and filtering part to
determine the relevance of incoming documents based on the user information interests
generated in the training part (i.e., document relevance ranking). The general structure of
the proposed IF model is depicted by Figure 4.1. In the training part, we first generate
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Figure 4.1: The structure of the proposed IF model
user interest models from user profile (documents) by utilizing the proposed two-stage
pattern-based topic modelling discussed in Chapter 3. The two models are proposed to
generate different patterns to represent topics in the user interest models, which will be
introduced in detail in this chapter. The first IF model is based on Pattern-Based Topic
Model (PBTM), in which user’s interests are represented by multiple topics and each topic
is represented by using all frequent patterns or closed patterns. The second IF model
is based on Structured Pattern-Based Topic Model (StPBTM), in which the patterns in
each topic is further organised by different groups of equivalence classes. In the filtering
part, for new incoming documents, based on the user interest models, relevant topical
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patterns are selected and used to calculate the relevance of documents to the user’s interest
in order to filter out irrelevant documents and provide relevant documents to the user.
Further, for the relevance ranking in PBTM, corresponding to frequent patterns and closed
patterns, there are two ranking models, PBTM FP and PBTM FCP. Similarly, there are
two ranking models in the StPBTM as well, StPBTM SP model and StPBTM MP model.
The StPBTM SP model uses significant patterns to rank the relevance of documents
whereas the StPBTM MP model uses maximum matched patterns, both the significant
patterns and the maximum matched patterns are proposed in this thesis work. The details
of the models are described in the following sub sections.
4.1 Topic-based User Interest Modelling
Most existing user profiling methods in IF assume that a user is only interested in one topic
and the topic (i.e., the user’s interest) is usually represented by a set of terms, phrases or
patterns. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, a user very often is interested in multiple
topics rather than only one topic. Therefore, the existing methods are ineffective to truly
represent a user’s interest. The proposed pattern enhanced topic models in Chapter 3
represent a user’s interest with multiple topics and each topic is represented by a set of
patterns. Because of the subsumption relationships among patterns, a set of patterns can
form a hierarchical structure in which longer patterns represent more specific concepts,
while shorter patterns represent more general concepts. With the structural characteristic
of patterns, the proposed pattern enhanced topic models provide a useful tool to model
users’ interest with multiple topics described at different abstract levels similar to the view
about human interests discussed in [Godoy and Amandi, 2006]. Therefore, the proposed
pattern-based topic modelling establishes a structure to explicitly represent multiple topics
that the user is interested, and each of the topics is described by hierarchical patterns, in a
way of representing user information needs both at a general level and at a specific level
as depicted in Figure 4.2. In the picture, user’s interest is consists of multiple topics and
each of which is represented by a set of patterns with a hierarchical structure based on
their subsumption relationships.
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Figure 4.2: The structure of user’s interest representations
In this thesis, we focus on content-based user interest modelling. The user interest
models can be semantically represented by the structure explained above.
4.1.1 Pattern-based Topic for User Interest Modelling
For a collection of documents D, the user’s interests can be represented by the patterns in
the topics of D. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, θD represents the topic distribution of D and
can be used to represent the user’s topic interest distribution, θD =
(
ϑD,1, ϑD,2, · · · , ϑD,V),∑V
j=1 ϑD, j = 1, V is the number of topics. The probability distribution of topics in θD
represents the degree of interest that the user has in these topics.
By using the methods described in Chapter 3, for a document collection D and V pre-
specified latent topics, from the results of LDA to D, V transactional datasets, Γ1, · · · ,ΓV
can be generated from which the pattern based topic representations for the collection,
U =
{
XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV
}
, can be generated, each XZi =
{
Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi
}
is a set of
frequent patterns generated from transactional dataset Γi. U is considered the user interest
model, the patterns in each XZi represent what the user is interested in terms of topic Zi.
Normally, the number of frequent patterns is considerable large and many of them
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are not necessarily useful. Several concise patterns have been proposed to represent
useful patterns generated from a large dataset instead of frequent patterns such as maximal
patterns [Bayardo Jr, 1998] and closed patterns [Han et al., 2007a]. The number of these
concise patterns is significantly smaller than the number of frequent patterns for a dataset.
Especially, closed pattern has drawn great attention due to its attractive features [Xu et al.,
2011, Zaki and Hsiao, 2002].
Definition 1. Closed Itemset: for a transactional dataset, an itemset X is a closed
itemset if there exists no itemset X′ such that (1) X ⊂ X′, (2) supp(X) = supp(X′).
A closed pattern reveals the largest range of the associated terms. It covers all in-
formation that its subsets describe. Closed patterns are more effective and efficient to
represent topics than frequent patterns.
We can use either frequent patterns or frequent closed patterns to represent user in-
terests. In order to differentiate the use of the two types of patterns, we use UF and
UC to denote the user interest models using the two different types of patterns, respec-
tively, i.e., UF =
{
XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV
}
where XZi is a set of frequent patterns and UC ={
CZ1 ,CZ2 , · · · ,CZV
}
where CZi is a set of frequent closed patterns. UF and UC form the
PBTM model. In order to ensure the accurate meaning of patterns in each topic of the
PBTM model, the length of patterns (frequent patterns and closed patterns) is defined as
at least 2 as explained in Chapter 3.
4.1.2 Structured Pattern Enhanced Topic for User Interest Modelling
Topic model provides a system for extracting multiple topics to represent corpus as well as
single documents, whereas, in pattern mining, patterns can be also well organized based
on their statistics and coverage. Equivalence class is introduced to organize all frequent
patterns into a nice structure which allows the patterns effectively used based on their
statistical features.
Definition 2. Generator: for a transactional dataset Γ, let X be a closed itemset and
T (X) consists of all transactions in Γ that contain X, an itemset g is said a generator of X
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Table 4.1: The equivalence classes in Z2
EC21 ( f21 = 0.75) EC22 ( f22 = 0.5) EC23 ( f23 = 0.5)
{w1,w8} {w1,w8,w9} {w7}
{w1} {w1,w9}
{w8} {w8,w9}
{w9}
iff g ⊂ X,T (g) = T (X) and supp(X) = supp(g). A generator g of X is said a minimal
generator of X if @g′ ⊂ g and g′ is a generator of X.
Definition 3. Equivalence Class: for a transactional dataset Γ, let X be a closed
itemset and G(X) consists of all generators of X, the equivalence class of X in Γ, denoted
as EC(X), is defined as EC(X) = G(X) ∪ {X}.
Let EC1 and EC2 be two different equivalence classes of the same transactional dataset.
Then EC1∩EC2 = ∅, which means that equivalence classes are exclusive with each other.
All the patterns in an equivalence class have the same frequency. The frequency of a
pattern indicates the statistical significance of the pattern. The frequency of the patterns
in an equivalence class is used to represent the statistical significance of the equivalence
class. TABLE 4.1 shows the three equivalence classes within the patterns for topic Z2,
where f indicates the statistical significance of each class.
In terms of the statistical significance, all the patterns in one equivalence class are the
same. The difference among them is the size. If a longer pattern and a shorter pattern
from the same equivalence class appear in a document simultaneously, the shorter one
becomes insignificant since it is covered by the longer one and it has the same statistical
significance as the longer one. The size of patterns is an important pattern property
that will be used in the proposed model. Based on this consideration, in this thesis, the
equivalence classes will be used to find the maximum matched pattern (to be introduced
in Section 4.2.2) in each class to estimate the relevance of incoming documents in order
to filter out irrelevant documents.
Assume that there are ni frequent closed patterns in XZi , which are ci1, · · · , cini , XZi
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can be partitioned into ni equivalence classes, EC(ci1), · · · , EC(cini). For simplicity, the
equivalence classes are denoted as ECi1, · · · , ECini for XZi , or simply for topic Zi. Let
E(Zi) denote the set of equivalence classes for topic Zi, i.e., E(Zi) =
{
ECi1, · · · , ECini
}
,
the equivalence classes E(Zi) are used to represent the user interests in terms of topic
Zi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,V , which is called Structured Pattern-based Topic Modelling (StPBTM),
denoted as US for the StPBTM, US = {E(Z1), · · · ,E(ZV)}.
4.2 Document Relevance Ranking
In the filtering stage, document relevance is estimated to filter out irrelevant documents
based on the users’ information needs. For a new coming document d, in this chapter, the
basic idea to determine the relevance of d to the user interests is firstly to identify patterns
in d which match some patterns in the topic-based user interest models, and then estimate
the relevance of d based on the frequency and specificity of these patterns. In order to
describe the ranking method, we define the concept of topic significance of a topic to a
document (in Definition 4). Since the semantics of each topic is represented by patterns,
the pattern semantics will enhance the topic significance, and then enhance the ability of
topics representing user interests.
In addition to the statistical significance of patterns, the size of patterns is also very
important to express the semantics for the particular topic. Among a set of patterns,
usually a structure exists among the patterns (in the thesis, we also call the structure
‘taxonomy structure’). For example, Fig. 4.3 depicts the structure constructed for XZ2 in
Table 3.7. This tree-like structure demonstrates the subsumption relationship the discov-
ered patterns in Z2. The longest pattern in a pattern taxonomy such as {w1,w8,w9} in Fig.
4.3 is the most specific pattern in describing user’s interests since longer pattern has more
specific meaning, while single words, such as w1 in Fig. 4.3, are the most general patterns
which are less capable of discriminating the meaning of the topic from other topics than
longer patterns such as {w1,w8,w9}. The pattern taxonomy presents different specificities
of patterns according to the levels in the taxonomy structure and thus the sizes of the
patterns.
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Figure 4.3: Pattern Taxonomy in Z2
In a pattern taxonomy, the longer a pattern is, the more specific it is. As the result,
the specificity of a pattern can be estimated as a function of pattern length. For example,
the single word ’mining’ usually represents the ‘-ing’ form of ‘mine’ and it has a general
meaning indicating any kind of ‘prospecting’, whereas ‘pattern mining’ represents a spe-
cific technique in data mining. ‘Closed pattern mining’ is even more specific while still
in the same technique area, as example shown in Figure 4.4. Generally, the specificity
is not necessarily linearly increasing as the pattern size increases. Figure 4.5 shows the
changing trend of pattern specificity as the pattern size varies. Based on our experimental
results, the increase of specificity of a pattern should be slower than the increase of the
pattern size. In our experiment, we will choose a proper value of m in the specificity
function.
Figure 4.4: Example of pattern specificity
Definition 4. Pattern specificity: The specificity of a pattern X is defined as a power
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Figure 4.5: Specificity functions
function of the pattern length with the exponent less than 1, denoted as spe(X), spe(X) =
a|X|m, a and m are constant real numbers and 0 < m < 1.
Definition 5. Topic Significance: Let d be a document, Z j be a topic in the user
interest model, PAdjk be matched patterns for topic Z j, k = 1, · · · , n j, in document d, and
f j1, · · · , f jn j be the corresponding supports of the matched patterns, the topic significance
of Z j to d is defined as:
sig
(
Z j, d
)
=
n j∑
k=1
spe
(
PAdjk
)
× f jk =
n j∑
k=1
a|PAdjk|m × f jk (4.1)
where m is the scale of pattern specificity, we set m = 0.5, a is a constant real number, in
this thesis, we set a = 1.
4.2.1 Relevance Ranking in the PBTM Model
For the PBTM user interests models, the relevance ranking is estimated by the two models
UF and UC for ranking the relevance of documents to user needs.
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• Frequent pattern based topic model, denoted as PBTM FP, and the corresponding
relevance ranking of d is RankF(d)
• Closed pattern based topic model, denoted as PBTM FCP, and the corresponding
relevance ranking of d is RankC(d)
For an incoming document d, we propose to estimate the relevance of d to the user
interest based on the topics significance and topics distribution which represents the user’s
interest to the topic. The document relevance is estimated using the following equation:
Rank(d) =
V∑
j=1
sig(Z j, d) × ϑD, j (4.2)
For the PBTM user interest models UF and UC, the patterns PAdjk in the topic signifi-
cance sig
(
Z j, d
)
are frequent patterns for UF and frequent closed patterns for UC.
By incorporating Equation (4.1) into Equation (4.2), RankF(d) and RankC(d) can be
calculated by the following Equation(4.3) and Equation (4.4):
RankF(d) =
V∑
j=1
m j∑
k=1
|Xdjk|0.5 × δ(Xdjk, d) × f jk × ϑD, j (4.3)
RankC(d) =
V∑
j=1
n j∑
k=1
|cdjk|0.5 × δ(cdjk, d) × f jk × ϑD, j (4.4)
where m j is the total number of frequent patterns in topic j and n j is the total number of
closed patterns in topic j, and
δ(X, d) =

1 if X ∈ d
0 otherwise
(4.5)
4.2.2 Relevance Ranking in the StPBTM model
In the StPBTM model, the relevance ranking can be estimated by two approaches based
on the user interest model US . The two approaches are achieved by choosing Significant
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matched Pattern (SP) from the StPBTM user interest model, denoted as StPBTM SP, as
well as choosing Maximum matched Pattern (MP) from the StPBTM model, denoted as
StPBTM MP, respectively. The two different patterns are defined below.
• Relevance Ranking for the StPBTM SP Model
Definition 6. Significant Matched Patterns: Let d be a document, Z j be a topic in
the user interest model, EC j1, · · · , EC jn j be the pattern equivalence classes of Z j,
then a pattern X in d is considered a matched pattern to equivalence class EC jk, if
X ∈ EC jk. Let c jk be the closed pattern in EC jk, a matched pattern X to EC jk is
considered a significant matched pattern to EC jk if ηX =
|X|
|c jk| ≥ ε, where ε ∈ [0, 1]
is the threshold for determining the significant pattern, the higher the ηX, the more
significant the significant pattern is.
The set of all significant matched patterns, denoted as S Mdjk, to equivalence class
EC jk are those matched patterns which are significantly close to the closed pattern
and only a proportion (controlled by ε) of all the matched patterns in EC jk are
selected. Therefore, the significant matched patterns S Mdjk, where k = 1, · · · , n j are
considered the significant patterns in d which can represent the relevant topic Z j.
For the StPBTM model, the patterns PAdjk in the topic significance sig
(
Z j, d
)
are
significant matched patterns in UE. And the specificity is calculated by the closed
pattern c jk in E jk and ηX which represents the degree of the significance of the
matched pattern X in the specific equivalence class. The relevance ranking of d,
denoted as RankS (d), is estimated by the following equation:
RankS (d) =
V∑
j=1
n j∑
k=1
∑
X∈S Mdjk
ηX |X|0.5 × δ(X, d) × f jk × ϑD, j (4.6)
where V is the total number of topics, S Mdjk is the set of significant matched pat-
terns to equivalence class EC jk, k = 1, · · · , n j and f j1, · · · , f jn j is the corresponding
statistical significance of the equivalence classes, ϑD, j is the topic distribution.
• Relevance Ranking for the StPBTM MP Model
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For the StPBTM MP model, we propose to use a new type of patterns, maximum
matched patterns, to calculate the relevance of incoming documents. The maximum
matched pattern is defined below.
Definition 7. Maximum Matched Pattern: Let d be a document, Z j be a topic in
the user interest model, EC j1, · · · , EC jn j be the pattern equivalence classes of Z j, a
pattern in d is considered a maximum matched pattern to equivalence class EC jk,
denoted as MCdjk, if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. MCdjk ⊆ d and MCdjk ∈ EC jk;
2. @X such that X ∈ EC jk, X ⊆ d and MCdjk ⊂ X;
The maximum matched pattern MCdjk to equivalence class EC jk must be the largest
pattern in EC jk which is contained in d and all the patterns in EC jk that are con-
tained in d must be covered by MCdjk. Therefore, the maximum matched patterns
MCdjk, k = 1, · · · , n j are considered the most significant patterns in d which can
represent the topic Z j. Take the equivalent class EC22 in Z2 shown in Table 4.1
as an example, if a document d′ = {w1,w2,w9,w10,w12}, the maximum matched
pattern would be MCd
′
22 = {w1,w9}.
For the StPBTM MP model, instead of using significant matched patterns, the
maximum matched patterns are utilized to estimate the relevance of an incoming
document d to the user interest.
The topic significance defined in Definition 5 is redefined for the StPBTM MP
model. Let d be a document, Z j be a topic in the user interest model, MCdjk be the
maximum matched pattern to equivalence class EC jk, k = 1, · · · , n j and f j1, · · · , f jn j
be the corresponding statistical significance of the equivalence classes, the topic
significance of Z j to d is defined as:
sig
(
Z j, d
)
=
n j∑
k=1
spe
(
MCdjk
)
× f jk =
n j∑
k=1
|MCdjk|0.5 × f jk (4.7)
The StPBTM MP relevance ranking of d, denoted as RankM(d), is estimated by the
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following equation:
RankM(d) =
V∑
j=1
n j∑
k=1
|MCdjk|0.5 × δ(MCdjk, d) × f jk × ϑD, j (4.8)
The higher the Rank(d) is, the more likely the document is relevant to the user’s
interest.
4.3 Real Example
In this subsection, we provide an illustrate example of using LDA model, pattern genera-
tion and user interest modelling on real data.
• User Profiling
For example in collection 107 of RCV1, in Figure 4.6, document 52237.xml, 77936.xml
and 79950.xml are the training documents from user interested profiles. After
implementing LDA model, the words in each document are trained with 10 topics
in which each color codes a unique topic in the three documents. In Figure 4.6, top
5 dominant topics are chosen as example. We name the blue topic as Topic 0, the
red topic as Topic 7, green topic as Topic 5, yellow topic as Topic 3 and purple topic
as Topic 8.
Then for each topic, the topical transactions are built for generating topical patterns.
The generated pattern-based representations of Topic 0 and topic 5 are selected to
display in Figure 4.7 (the patterns in the Figure are all closed patterns).
• Document Filtering
At filtering stage, document 103549.xml in the testing collection 107 is ready for
testing. The system scans the document and find that the maximum matched pat-
terns are “British (1.0)” and “British Britain visitor (0.667)” in topic 0, “Tourism
(1.0)”, “local tourism (0.667)” and “tourism industry tourist percent board (0.5)”,
which exist in document 103549.xml shown in Figure 4.8. The relevance of the
document 103549.xml can be estimated by Equation 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: 3 Documents from RCV1 collection 107. Each color represents one topic
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Figure 4.7: Pattern-based topic representation for topic 0 and topic 5 that are contained
in collection 107
Figure 4.8: Document 103549.xml in testing collection 107, coloured words are matching
patterns with regard to user interests
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4.4 Algorithms
To understand the proposed models clearly, the algorithms of the proposed IF models
(i.e., the PBTM (PBTM FP and PBTM FCP) models, the StPBTM (StPBTM SP and
StPBTM MP) models) are given below. We divided this process into two algorithms:
Algorithm User Profiling (i.e., generating user interest models) and Algorithm Docu-
ment Filtering (i.e., relevance ranking of incoming documents). The former generates
pattern-based topic representations to represent user’s information needs. The latter ranks
the incoming document based on the relevance of the discovered patterns. The algo-
rithm Document Filtering actually is divided into four detailed algorithms, Document
Filtering F, Document Filtering C, Document Filtering S, and Document Filtering M,
for ranking incoming documents using the frequent patterns in UF for the PBTM FP
model, the closed patterns in UC for the PBTM FCP model, the equivalence classes in US
for the StPBTM SP model and the StPBTM MP model, respectively.
Algorithm 3 User Profiling
Input: a collection of training documents D;
minimum support σ j as threshold for topic Z j;
number of topics V
Output: UF =
{
XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV
}
;
UC =
{
CZ1 ,CZ2 , · · · ,CZV
}
;
and UE = {E(Z1), · · · ,E(ZV)}
1: Generate topic representation φ and word-topic assignment z by applying LDA to D
2: UF := ∅; UC := ∅; UE := ∅
3: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
4: Call Algorithm 2 in Section 3.3 to construct user interest model XZ j for topic Z j
5: UF := UF ∪
{
XZ j
}
6: Extract closed patterns CZ j from XZ j
7: UC := UC ∪
{
CZ j
}
8: Construct equivalence class E(Z j) from XZ j
9: UE := UE ∪
{
E(Z j)
}
10: end for
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Algorithm 4 Document Filtering F
Input: a list of incoming document Din
Output: rankF(d), d ∈ Din
1: Call User Profiling to construct
UF :=
{
XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV
}
2: rank′(d) := 0
3: for each d ∈ Din do
4: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
5: Scan XZ j and find frequent pattern Xdjk which exists in d
6: update rankF(d) using Equation 4.3:
7: rankF(d) := rank′(d) + |Xdjk|0.5 × f jk × ϑD, j
8: rank′(d) := rankF(d)
9: end for
10: end for
Algorithm 5 Document Filtering C
Input: a list of incoming document Din
Output: rankC(d), d ∈ Din
1: Call User Profiling to construct
UC :=
{
CZ1 ,CZ2 , · · · ,CZV
}
2: rank′(d) := 0
3: for each d ∈ Din do
4: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
5: Scan CZ j and find closed pattern cdjk which exists in d
6: update rankC(d) using Equation 4.4:
7: rankC(d) := rank′(d) + |cdjk|0.5 × f jk × ϑD, j
8: rank′(d) := rankC(d)
9: end for
10: end for
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Algorithm 6 Document Filtering S
Input: a list of incoming document Din
Output: rankE(d), d ∈ Din
1: Call User Profiling to construct
US := {E(Z1), · · · ,E(ZV)}
2: rank′(d) := 0
3: for each d ∈ Din do
4: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
5: for each equivalence class EC jk ∈ E(Z j) do
6: Scan ECk, j and find significant matched patterns S Mdjk which exists in d
7: update rankS (d) using Equation 4.6:
8: rankE(d) := rank′(d) + ηX |X|0.5 × δ(X, d) × f jk × ϑD, j
9: rank′(d) := rankE(d)
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
Algorithm 7 Document Filtering M
Input: a list of incoming document Din
Output: rankE(d), d ∈ Din
1: Call User Profiling to construct
US := {E(Z1), · · · ,E(ZV)}
2: rank′(d) := 0
3: for each d ∈ Din do
4: for each topic Z j ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
5: for each equivalence class EC jk ∈ E(Z j) do
6: Scan ECk, j and find maximum matched pattern MCdjk which exists in d
7: update rankE(d) using Equation 4.8:
8: rankE(d) := rank′(d) + |MCdjk|0.5 × δ(X, d) × f jk × ϑD, j
9: rank′(d) := rankE(d)
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
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4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents two innovative pattern-based topic models for information filtering
including user interest modelling and document relevance ranking. The PBTM model
and the StPBTM model generate pattern-based topic representations to model user’s in-
formation interests across multiple topics. Since the number of all the patterns for topics
is probably huge for modelling specific user’s interests, all the topical patterns are par-
titioned into different groups in topics according to equivalence classes. Utilizing the
hierarchical structure and partitions of topical patterns, the StPBTM model can more
precisely model user information needs than the PBTM model. In the filtering stage,
the PBTM model chooses all frequent patterns or closed patterns, the StPBTM SP model
selects partially significant patterns to rank the relevance between user’s interests and doc-
uments. In particular, the StPBTM MP model selects maximum matched patterns, instead
of using all discovered patterns, for estimating the relevance of incoming documents. The
proposed approaches incorporates the semantic structure from topic modelling and the
specificity as well as the statistical significance from the representative patterns (frequent
patterns/closed patterns, significant patterns, maximum matched patterns) with different
kinds of strategies. The supporting experiments and results will be illustrated in Chapter
5.
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Chapter 5
Evaluations of Information Filtering Models
Two hypotheses are designed for verifying the IF models proposed in this research.
• User information needs involve multiple topics, document modelling by taking
multiple topics into consideration can generate more accurate user information
needs.
• The accuracy of representing user information needs by using different patterns
are different and the proposed maximum matched pattern can best represent user
information needs.
To verify the hypotheses, experiments and evaluation have been conducted. This section
discusses the experiments and evaluation in terms of data collection, baseline models,
measures and results. The results show that, the proposed topic based models significantly
outperform the state-of-the-art models in terms of effectiveness.
5.1 Dataset
The Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) dataset was collected by Reuter’s journals between
August 20, 1996, and August 19, 1997, a total of 806,791 documents that cover a variety
of topics and a large amount of information. 100 collections of documents were developed
for TREC filtering track. Each collection is divided into a training set and a testing set.
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According to Buckley and others [Buckley and Voorhees, 2000], the 100 collections are
stable and sufficient enough for high quality experiments. In TREC track, a collection
is also referred to as a ‘topic’. In this section, to differentiate from the ‘topic’ in LDA
model, ‘collection’ is used to refer to a collection of documents in the TREC dataset.
The first 50 collections are composed by human assessors and the another 50 collections
are constructed artificially from intersections collections. In this section, only the first 50
collections are used for experiments. The ‘title’ and ‘text’ of the documents are used by
all the models in the experiments.
5.2 Measures
The effectiveness is assessed by five different measures: average precision of the top K
(K = 20) documents, Fβ (β = 1) measure, Mean Average Precision (MAP), break-even
point (b/p) and Interpolated Average Precision (IAP) on 11-points. F1 is a criterion that
assesses the effect involving both precision (p) and recall (r),which is defined as F1 =
2pr
p+r .
The larger the top20, MAP, b/p or F1 measure score is, the better the system performs.
The 11 points measure is the precisions at 11 standard recall levels (i.e., recall = 0, 0.1,· · · ,
1). The experiments tested cross the 50 independent collections of the dataset, which
satisfy the generalized cross-validation for statistical estimation model.
The statistical method, T-test, was also used to verify the significance of the exper-
imental results. If the p-value associated with t is significantly low (< 0.05), there is
evidence to verify that the difference in means across the paired observations is significant.
5.3 Baseline Models and Settings
The experiments are conducted extensively covering all major representations such as
terms, phrases and patterns in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed topic-
based IF models. The evaluations are conducted in terms of three technical categories:
topic modelling methods, pattern mining methods and term-based methods. For each
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category, some state of the art methods are chosen as the baseline models. The pro-
posed models PBTM and StPBTM are topic modelling methods. For the topic modelling
category, the classical LDA method is chosen as the baseline. In addition, we also
choose another three topic modelling methods using words (PLSA word and LDA word),
phrases (TNG) to represent user interests in order to compare with the proposed models.
For the pattern mining category, the baseline models include frequent closed patterns
(FCP), frequent sequential closed patterns (SCP) and phrases (n-Gram). The third cate-
gory includes the classical term-based methods BM25 and SVM. An important difference
between the topic modelling methods and other methods is worthy to mention, that is, the
topic modelling methods consider multiple topics involved in each document collection
and use patterns (e.g., PBTM and StPBTM) or words (e.g., PLSA, LDA) to represent the
topics, whereas the pattern mining and term-based methods assume that the documents
within one collection are about one topic and use patterns or terms/words to represent
documents directly.
In this thesis, we proposed pattern based topic modelling methods and document
ranking models (i.e., PBTM and StPBTM) by using the pattern based topic models as
discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. The innovative idea of the proposed models is that, in
addition to using topic distribution to represent a collection, the proposed models also
represent a collection and its topics using various patterns, especially structured patterns
(i.e., pattern equivalent classes). The proposed document ranking methods (i.e., Equations
(4.3), (4.4), 4.6 and (4.8)) assess a document’s relevance not only based on the topic
distribution (i.e., θD, j) but also topic significance (i.e., sig(Z j, d)) which is calculated based
on frequent patterns, closed patterns, significant matched patterns or maximum matched
patterns. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed topic-based methods, several state
of the art models in each of the three categories are, which are given below, are chosen to
compare with the proposed models.
5.3.1 Topic-based category
• LDA
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The baseline LDA [Blei et al., 2003] classification model directly uses the topic distri-
bution as document representation or user interests. For each of the training document
di, a topic distribution θi can be generated by LDA, i.e., from the training dataset which
contains n documents, a set of topic distributions, Q(θ) = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θn} can be obtained.
In the filtering stage, for every incoming documnent d, we caculate the Kullback-Leibler
distance [Kullback, 1987] between the topic distribution θd = (θd1, · · · , θdV), and each
θi = (θi1, · · · , θiV) of the topic distributions in Q(θ), defined as KL(d, i) = ∑Vj=1 θd, j ln θd jθi j ,
then choose the smallest KL(d, i) as the distance between d and the user’s interests, as
defined in Equation (5.1) below:
dis(d) = minni=1(KL(d, i)) = min
n
i=1
 V∑
j=1
θd j ln
θd j
θi j
 (5.1)
The smaller the distance dis(d) is, the more likely the document d is relevant to user’s
interests.
We designed other topic modelling methods using words and phrases which are asso-
ciated with different topics to represent user interests, with the purpose to describe user’s
interests more specifically. In original LDA model, each topic is represented by word
distribution, while in TNG model [Wang et al., 2007], topics are represented by phrases.
For these models, the topic relevance is represented by the frequency of the words or
phrases, which is denoted as f jk in topic j, and the document relevance ranking Equation
(4.2) turns to
Rank(d) =
V∑
j=1
n j∑
k=1
f jk × ϑD, j (5.2)
In summary, the two additional word-based topic modelling methods and one phrase-
based TNG model are listed as follows:
• PLSA word
PLSA is one of the basic topic modellings, which is introduced in Section 2.1 in
Chapter 2.
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• LDA word
Word based topic model denoted as PLSA word and LDA word: words associated
with different topics are used to represent user interest needs and word frequency is
used to represent topic relevance.
• TNG
Phrase based topic model denoted as TNG: n-gram phrases that are generated by
using the TNG model [Wang et al., 2007] introduced in Section 2.1.2 are used
to represent user interest needs and phrase frequency is used to represent topic
relevance.
In the category of topic-based models, the parameters for both LDA and the proposed
PBTM and StPBTM are set as follows: the number of iterations of Gibbs sampling is
1000, the hyper-parameters of LDA α = 50/V, β = 0.01 according to [Steyvers and
Griffiths, 2007]. Our experience shows that filtering results are not very sensitive to the
settings of these parameters. But the number of topics V affects the results depending on
various data collections. In this thesis, V is set to 10 for all topic-based models. For PLSA
model, We implement PLSA model with Lemur toolkit 1 with 1000 iterations as default
setting.
In the process of generating pattern enhanced topic representations, the relative min-
imum support σrel for every topic in each collection is different, because the number of
positive documents in collections of RCV1 are very different. In order to ensure enough
transactions from positive documents to generate accurate patterns for representing user
1http://www.lemurproject.org/
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needs, the minimum support σrel is set as follows :
σrel =

1 n ≤ 2
max(2/n, 0.3) 2 < n ≤ 10
max(3/n, 0.3) 10 < n ≤ 13
max(4/n, 0.3) 13 < n ≤ 20
0.3 otherwise.
(5.3)
where n is the number of transactions from relevant documents in each transactional
database.
5.3.2 Pattern-based category
• FCP
Frequent closed patterns can more effectively cover the semantics of a document collec-
tion than frequent patterns. Moreover, the number of closed patterns is much smaller than
that of frequent patterns. Therefore, closed pattern based representation can effectively
reduce the size of frequent pattern based representations.
• SCP
The Pattern Taxonomy Model (PTM) is one of the state-of-the-art pattern-based models
[Wu et al., 2004] and [Zhong et al., 2012]. It was developed to discover sequential closed
patterns (SCP) from the training dataset and rank the incoming documents in the filtering
stage with the relative supports of the discovered patterns that appear in the documents.
In the PTM model, every document in the training dataset (D) is split in paragraphs
which are the transactions for pattern mining. Readers who are interested in the details
about the methods are referred to [Wu et al., 2004] and [Zhong et al., 2012].
• n-Gram
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Most researches on phrases in modelling documents have employed an independent collo-
cation discovery module. In this way, a phrase with independent statistics can be indexed
exactly as an word based representation. In our experiments, we use n-Gram phrases to
represent a document collection (i.e. user information needs), where n is empirically set
to 3.
The value of minimum support in the experiments was set to 0.2 according to the
system optimisation and consistency for all pattern-based models, including phrases,
sequential closed patterns and frequent closed patterns.
5.3.3 Term-based category
• BM25
BM25 [Robertson et al., 2004] is one of the state-of-the-art term-based document
ranking approaches. The term weights are estimated using the following equation:
W(t) =
t f × (k + 1)
k × ((1 − b) + b DL
AVDL
) + t f
× log(N − n + 0.5
n + 0.5
) (5.4)
where N is total number of documents in the collection; n is the number of documents
that contain term t; t f is the term frequency; DL and AVDL are the document length and
average document length, receptively; and k and b are the parameters, which are set as
1.2 and 0.75 in this thesis [Christopher D. Manning, 2009].
• SVM
The linear SVM has been proven very effective for text categorization and filtering [Se-
bastiani, 2002]. We would compare it with other baseline models, however, most existing
SVMs are designed for making a binary decision rather than ranking documents. In this
thesis, we adopted the ranked-based SVM2.
2http://svmlight.joachims.org
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The SVM only uses term-based features extracted from training documents. There are
two classes: yi ∈ {−1, 1} where +1 is assigned to a document if it is relevant; otherwise
it is assigned with −1 and there are N labelled training examples: (di, yi), . . . , (dN , yN),
di ∈ Rn where n is the dimensionality of the vector. Given a function h(d) =< w · d > +b
where b is the bias, h(d) = +1 if < w.d > +b ≥ 0; otherwise h(d) = −1, and < w·d > is the
dot product of an optimal weight vector w and the document vector d. To find the optimal
weight vector w for the training set, we perform the following function: w =
∑N
i=1 yiαidi
subject to
l∑
i=1
αiyi = 0 and αi ≥ 0, where αi is the weight of the sample di. For the purpose
of ranking, b can be ignored.
5.4 Experimental Results
The proposed models PBTM (including the PBTM SCP and the PBTM FP) and StPBTM
(including the StPBTM SP and the StPBTM MP) are compared with all the baseline
models mentioned above using the 50 human assessed collections. The results are given
in the following subsections: the results of the PBTM and comparisons with baseline
models are given in Section 5.4.1. The results of the StPBTM and its comparisons with
the PBTM model and the baseline models are given in Section 5.4.2.
All the models are evaluated using the measures in Section 5.2, the improvement%
line at the bottom of each part provides the percentage of improvement achieved by PBTM
and StPBTM which consistently perform the best among all models against the second
best model in that part for each measure.
5.4.1 Results of PBTM
The results of PBTM, which includes the PBTM FP model and the PBTM FCP model,
are illustrated in Table 5.1. The results of the baseline models of the three categories, i.e.,
topic based, pattern-based, and term-based, are also shown in Table 5.1 to compare with
the performance of the proposed PBTM models. The baseline models in the topic-based
category are the PLSA word, the LDA word and the LDA. The baseline models in the
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pattern-based category are the FCP, the SCP, and the n-Gram, and the BM25, the SVM
are the baseline models in the term-based category.
Table 5.1: Comparison between PBTM and baselines models in the three categories
Methods top20 b/p MAP F1
PBTM FCP 0.494 0.420 0.424 0.424
PBTM FP 0.47 0.402 0.428 0.424
LDA word 0.447 0.410 0.415 0.423
TNG 0.446 0.367 0.374 0.388
LDA 0.337 0.295 0.308 0.339
improvement% 5.1 4.5 3.1 0.23
SCP 0.406 0.353 0.364 0.390
n-Gram 0.401 0.342 0.361 0.386
FCP 0.428 0.346 0.361 0.385
improvement% 15.4 19.0 16.5 8.7
BM25 0.434 0.339 0.401 0.410
SVM 0.447 0.409 0.408 0.421
improvement% 10.5 2.7 4.9 0.7
Table 5.2: T-Test p-values for baseline modes compared with the PBTM FCP model
Methods top20 b/p MAP F1
LDA word 0.062315 0.301293 0.29254 0.009513
TNG 0.079878 0.013963 0.01843 0.000165
PTM 0.004975 0.003902 0.008505 0.000186
n-Gram 0.008384 0.00352 0.011567 0.000255
FCP 0.038535 0.002578 0.005884 0.012878
BM25 0.056642 0.27819 0.179625 0.005393
SVM 0.112186 0.303963 0.229325 0.017141
• PBTM vs topic-based models
From the top part of Table 5.1, the topic-based models, models with topic-based
relevance ranking achieves much better performance. Especially, the PBTM FCP
model outperforms the other models on top20 and b/p, while the PBTM FP model
performs the best on MAP, and they perform the same on F1. For this category,
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we can see that the PBTM FCP model outperforms the LDA word with a change
percentage of 5.1% on top20 and 4.5% on b/p, while the PBTM FP model outper-
forms the LDA word with a change percentage of 3.1% on MAP. For F1, both the
PBTM FCP model and the PBTM FP model outperform LDA word by a change
percentage of 0.23%.
We can also find that directly using topic distribution from LDA produces dis-
appointing results (i.e., the bottom line in the top part) that are even worse than
any other baseline models. The hurting performance of LDA indicates that topic
distributions cannot be simply adopted to represent the user’s information needs
which actually require specific features.
• PBTM vs Pattern-based Models and n-Gram
We can see that among the three baseline models, the SCP outperforms the other
two models for b/p, MAP and F1, while the FCP model performs the best for
top20. The bottom line of the pattern-based section in the table provides the per-
centage of improvement achieved by the PBTM FCP model against the SCP for b/p,
MAP and F1, and against the FCP model for top20. In the pattern based category,
the PBTM FCP model achieves excellent performance in improvement percentage
with maximum 19.0% and minimum 8.7%, respectively.
• PBTM vs Term-based Models
In the category of term-based models, the SVM outperforms the BM25 over all
measures. We can see from the bottom part of the Table 5.1, the PBTM FCP model
outperforms the SVM with a change percentage of 10.5% on top20 and 2.7% on
b/p, while the PBTM FP model outperforms the SVM with a change percentage
of 3.9% on MAP. For F1, both the PBTM FCP model and the PBTM FP model
outperform the SVM by a change percentage of 0.7%.
We also conducted the T-test to compare the PBTM FCP model with the baseline
models and the results are listed in Table 5.2. The statistical results indicate that the pro-
posed PBTM FCP model significantly outperforms the baseline models in pattern-based
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category (values in this category are less than 0.05) and the improvements are consistent
on all four measures. However, in topic-based category and term-based category, We can
find that the PBTM FCP model does not always significantly outperform the baseline
models (some values are more than 0.05). Therefore, we propose another model, i.e., the
StPBTM model which uses structured patterns to model users’ interests and to determine
the relevance of new incoming documents. The results of the StPBTM model are shown
in the following section.
5.4.2 Results of StPBTM
There are two models in the StPBTM model that have been introduced in Chapter 4, which
are the StPBTM SP model (using signficant matched patterns) and the StPBTM MP
model (using maximum matched patterns), respectively. The results of both models are
given as follows.
• StPBTM SP
Five different thresholds (ε = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) are used in order to find proper
significant matched patterns in the proposed StPBTM SP model and the results are
shown in Table 5.3. Based on the comparison in Table 5.3, the StPBTM SP model
achieves the best result when ε = 0.5 for this dataset, which we use to compare with
other models. Because the PBTM FCP is the best model of the PBTM over most of
the assessment measures and it has already been compared with the baseline models
of the three categories in Table 5.1, the StPBTM SP only needs to compare with the
PBTM FCP model as shown in Table 5.4. If the performance of the StPBTM SP
model is better than the PBTM FCP model, it will definitely outperform other
baseline models.
In Table 5.4, the StPBTM SP model is only compared with the PBTM FCP model
over all assessment measures. The consistent improvement of the StPBTM SP
model over the PBTM FCP model between 6.1% to 7.5%. That means this model
consistently outperforms all the topic-based, term-based and pattern-based baseline
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Table 5.3: Comparison of the SPBTM results with different values of threshold ε, using
the first 50 collections of RCV1
Threshold ε MAP b/p top20 F1
0.3 0.452 0.436 0.513 0.445
0.4 0.455 0.436 0.521 0.445
0.5 0.456 0.446 0.524 0.446
0.6 0.449 0.433 0.513 0.439
0.7 0.442 0.425 0.515 0.435
Table 5.4: Comparison of all models using the first 50 collections of RCV1
Methods MAP b/p top20 F1
StPBTM SP 0.456 0.446 0.524 0.446
PBT M FCP 0.424 0.420 0.494 0.424
improvement% 7.5 6.2 6.1 5.2
Table 5.5: T-Test p-values for all modes compared with the StPBTM SP model
Methods MAP b/p top20 F1
TNG 0.0003 0.0005 0.0066 0.0002
PBT M FCP 0.0005 0.0299 0.0267 0.0002
SCP 0.00004 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002
n-Gram 0.0001 0.0001 0.0004 0.0002
FCP 0.00002 0.00004 0.0031 0.0001
models.
We also conducted the T-test to compare the StPBTM SP model with the baseline
models from three categories. The results are listed in Table 5.5. The statistical
results indicate that the proposed StPBTM SP significantly outperforms all the
other models (all values in Table 5.5 are less than 0.05) and the improvements
are consistent on all four measures. We can conclude that the StPBTM SP model
can precisely represent users’ interests and determine document relevance as well
mainly because the model can select the most discriminative patterns based on the
structural characteristic of patterns.
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Table 5.6: Results of StPBTM MP with different topic number
Number of Topics top20 b/p MAP F1
3 0.517 0.428 0.449 0.436
5 0.551 0.464 0.481 0.457
10 0.552 0.467 0.478 0.460
15 0.473 0.409 0.430 0.433
• StPBTM MP
The results of StPBTM MP are depicted in Table 5.6, Table 5.7 and Table 5.8.
Similarly to the Table 5.1, Table 5.8 consists of three parts. The top, middle, and
bottom parts in Table 5.8 provide the whole results of the topic modelling methods,
the pattern mining methods, and term based methods, respectively. We compare
this model with all the other models including baseline models and the proposed
models which include the PBTM model and the StPBTM SP model in Table 5.8.
The analysis is presented as follows.
– StPBTM MP with different number of topics
For different document collections, the number of topics involved can be
different. Therefore, selecting appropriate number of topics is important. As
Table 5.6 shows, the results of the StPBTM MP model with 5 and 10 topics
perform the best for this particular dataset. When the topic number rises or
reduces, the performance drops, especially when the topic number rises to 15,
the performance drops dramatically, although still outperforms most of the
baseline models in Table 5.8 (More discussions in Section 5.5).
– StPBTM MP vs. StPBTM SP
The result of the StPBTM MP model with 10 topics is compared with the
StPBTM SP model as depicted in Table 5.7. It achieves outstanding perfor-
mance in further improvement percentage with maximum 5.3% and minimum
3.1%, respectively.
– StPBTM MP compared with topic-based models
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Table 5.7: Comparison of all models using the first 50 collections of RCV1
Methods MAP b/p top20 F1
StPBTM MP 0.552 0.467 0.478 0.460
StPBTM SP 0.524 0.446 0.456 0.446
improvement% 5.3 4.7 4.8 3.1
Table 5.8: Comparison of all models on all measures using the first 50 document
collections of RCV1
Methods top20 b/p MAP F1
StPBTM MP 0.552 0.467 0.478 0.460
StPBTM SP 0.524 0.446 0.456 0.446
PBTM FCP 0.494 0.420 0.424 0.424
PBTM FP 0.470 0.402 0.428 0.424
LDA word 0.447 0.410 0.415 0.423
PLSA word 0.413 0.373 0.376 0.391
TNG 0.446 0.367 0.374 0.388
LDA 0.337 0.295 0.308 0.339
improvement% 5.3 4.7 4.8 3.1
SCP 0.406 0.353 0.364 0.390
n-Gram 0.401 0.342 0.361 0.386
FCP 0.428 0.346 0.361 0.385
improvement% 29.0 32.3 31.3 17.9
BM25 0.434 0.339 0.401 0.410
SVM 0.447 0.409 0.408 0.421
improvement% 23.5 14.2 17.2 9.3
Table 5.8 summaries all the proposed models and the baseline models. From
the top part of Table 5.8, we can see that, the StPBTM MP model outperforms
all the other topic-based models for all the four measures. The StPBTM SP
model is the second best model, while the PBTM FCP model for measures
top20 and b/p, and is in a tie with the PBTM FP model as the third best
model for measure F1. This result demonstrates that using closed patterns
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(the PBTM FCP model) and significant matched patterns (the StPBTM SP
model), especially, using the proposed maximum matched patterns (the StPBTM MP
model) to represent topics achieved better results than using phrases (the TNG)
or words (the PLSA word, the LDA word) for all measures. The StPBTM MP
model which uses the maximum matched patterns consistently achieves the
best performance The comparison results clearly support the second hypothe-
sis.
By observing the results in Table 5.8 crossing all the three parts, we can see
that, the proposed pattern-based topic models achieved better performance
than the models in the second and third parts. The TNG is not always per-
forming better than the non topic modelling based models, it performs better
than the n-Gram models largely. Both the TNG and the n-Gram use phrases,
the difference is that the TNG uses phrases to represent the semantic meaning
of topics and also use topic distributions to represent the user’s topic prefer-
ence, whereas n-Gram directly uses phrases to represent the user’s information
needs. Similar comparisons can be found between the PBTM FCP model
with the FCP, and the LDA word with the BM25 and the SVM. Both the
PBTM FCP model and the FCP use frequent closed patterns to represent user
interests. However the PBTM FCP model achieved clearly better performance
than the FCP simply because it takes multiple topics into consideration when
generate user interests. The same reason stands for the better performance
of the LDA word over the BM25 and the SVM; all of them use words to
represent user interest, but the LDA word is a topic modelling method while
the BM25 and the SVM are not. These comparisons can strongly validate
the first hypothesis, i.e., taking multiple topics into consideration can generate
more accurate user information needs. Except for the LDA, the performance
of the PLSA word model is not better than BM25 or SVM either. The poor
performance of the PLSA word model indicates its weakness on topic classi-
fication, especially lack of discriminative topic representation.
– Comparisons with Pattern-based Models and n-Gram
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The comparison results between the proposed models and the pattern based
baseline models are in the middle part of Table 5.8. We can see that all the
three proposed pattern based topic modelling models, i.e., the StPBTM MP
model, the StPBTM SP model, the PBTM FCP model and the PBTM FP
model, outperform the three pattern based baseline models, i.e., the SCP, the
n-Gram, and the FCP, which clearly shows the strength obtained by combining
topic modelling with pattern based models. Among the three baseline models,
the SCP outperforms the other two models for b/p, MAP and F1, while the
FCP performs the best for top20. The bottom line of the pattern-based part in
the table provides the percentage of improvement achieved by StPBTM MP
against the SCP for b/p, MAP and F1, and against the FCP for top20. The
StPBTM MP model achieves excellent performance in improvement percent-
age with maximum 32.3% and minimum 17.9%, respectively.
– Comparisons with term-based Models
From the bottom section of Table 5.8, we can see that the SVM achieved
better performance than the BM25, while the StPBTM MP model consistently
outperforms the SVM. The maximum and minimum improvement achieved
by the StPBTM MP model against the SVM is 23.5% and 9.3%, respectively.
We also conducted the T-test to compare the proposed StPBTM MP model with
the topic-based models and all baseline models, the results are listed in Table 5.9.
The statistic results indicate that the proposed StPBTM MP model significantly
outperforms all the other models (all values in Table 5.9 are less than 0.05) and the
improvements are consistent on all four measures. Therefore, we conclude that the
StPBTM MP is an exciting achievement in discovering high-quality features and
is the best model in our proposed models. This achievement is mainly because it
inherit the merits of StPBTM SP which is representing the text documents not only
using the topic distributions at general level but also using hierarchical patterns at
detailed specific level. Besides, the maximum matched patterns for StPBTM MP
are compressed and most high quality representations.
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Table 5.9: T-Test p-values for all modes compared with the StPBTM MP model
Methods top20 b/p MAP F1
PBT M FCP 0.00218 0.02990 0.00048 0.00020
PBT M FP 0.00093 0.00204 0.00223 0.00360
LDA word 0.00051 0.02210 0.00117 0.00951
PLS A word 5.05 × 10−5 0.00594 0.00022 0.00016
TNG 0.00052 0.00054 0.00026 0.00017
SCP 1.22 × 10−5 6.26 × 10−5 4.44 × 10−5 0.00019
n-Gram 0.00034 0.00011 0.00013 0.00026
FCP 0.00031 3.94 × 10−5 2.54 × 10−5 0.00013
BM25 0.00227 0.03414 0.00249 0.00539
SVM 0.00051 0.04504 0.00307 0.01714
Figure 5.1: 11 point results of comparison between the proposed StPBTM MP and
pattern-based and term-based baseline models
The 11-points results of all methods are shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. The results
indicate that the StPBTM MP model has achieved the best performance comparing
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Figure 5.2: 11 point results of comparison of all topic-based methods
with all the baseline models (Fig.5.1) and also other topic-based models (Fig.5.2).
Based on the 11-points results we can again conclude that the experimental results
validate the hypotheses that taking multiple topics into consideration can more ac-
curately generate user interest models and the proposed maximum matched pattern
can best represent user information needs.
5.5 Discussion
As we can see from the experiment results, taking topics into consideration in generating
user interest models and also in document relevance ranking can greatly improve the
performance of information filtering. The reason for the PBTM model and the StPBTM
model achieving the excellent performance is mainly because we creatively incorporate
pattern mining techniques into topic modelling to generate pattern based topic models
which can represent user interest needs in terms of multiple topics. Most importantly,
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the topics are represented by patterns which bring concrete and precise semantics to the
user interest models. The outstanding performance of the StPBTM SP model over the
PBTM FP model and the PBTM FCP model indicates the significant benefit of using
the proposed significant patterns in estimating document relevance over using frequent
patterns and frequent closed patterns. Moreover, the StPBTM MP model performs better
than the StPBTM SP model, which is the best modelling among all the pattern-based topic
modelling for information filtering. This is because the proposed maximum matched
patterns are most representative and quality patterns for modelling users’ interests and
relevance of documents. This section will provide more detailed discussion on the perfor-
mance of the proposed models.
5.5.1 Topic-based Relevance Estimation
Table 5.8 shows that all the proposed topic-based models outperform all the other baseline
models including the pattern-based, phrase-based, and term-based models. As we have
mentioned above, it is mainly because the topic based models represent the documents
not only using patterns, phrases, or words, but also using topic distributions. Most
importantly, the patterns, phrases or words used by the topic based models are topics
related, which is a key difference from the pattern-based, phrase-based or word-based
baseline models.
For the topic-based models, the proposed StPBTM MP model, the StPBTM SP model,
the PBTM FP model and the PBTM FCP model estimate the relevance of a new docu-
ment based on topic distribution as well as topic significance represented by patterns (i.e.,
the StPBTM MP model, the StPBTM SP model, the PBTM FCP model), phrases (i.e.,
the TNG), or words (LDA word). However, a key difference between the StPBTM MP
model and the other topic-based models is that the StPBTM MP model estimates the
relevance only utilizing the most representative patterns, the maximum matched patterns,
instead of using all the patterns, whereas the other models use all matched patterns,
phrases, or words. It is because of only using the maximum matched patterns which
are sensitive to user specific interests, the StPBTM MP model significantly outperforms
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all the other topic based models.
5.5.2 Topical Transactions
As mentioned in pattern-based baseline models, the transactional datasets for generating
patterns usually use sentences or paragraphs as transactions. That an itemset is frequent
means it is contained in many sentences or paragraphs. It makes sense to some extent
when the collection of documents focuses only on one topic. In the case that multiple
topics are involved in the collection, the frequent patterns generated from the whole
collection may not be able to represent any of the topics and thus hardly to represent
the collection correctly.
To emphasize the semantic structure of the user’s interests which involve multiple
topics, the StPBTM model and the PBTM model as well construct transactional databases
in terms of different topics. As the results, transactions in the same topical transactional
database share relatively common interest. The discovered patterns from one topical
transactional dataset are more likely to represent one aspect of the user’s interests and
more sensitive to get accurate and comprehensive representations of this aspect.
5.5.3 Significant Matched Pattens
In the StPBTM SP model, the patterns which represent user interests are not only grouped
in terms of topics, but also partitioned based on equivalence classes in each topic group.
The patterns in different groups or different equivalence classes have different meanings
and distinct properties. Thus, user information needs are clearly represented according
to various semantic meanings as well as distinct properties of the specific patterns in
different topic groups and equivalence classes. However, among all matched patterns in
each equivalence class, not all of them are useful for estimating the document relevance.
The results in Table 5.3 show that the best performance achieved by the StPBTM SP
model is when the threshold ε is 0.5. This result indicates that, selecting more matched
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patterns as SMPatterns (i.e., ε < 0.5) actually hurts the performance of document rele-
vance ranking. When ε is small, some short matched patterns would be selected. These
short patterns are much less specific than longer patterns to represent the documents and
also possibly brings bias to the document relevance ranking. Similarly, the performance
also deteriorates when selecting less matched patterns (i.e., ε > 0.5). This is because
some useful matched patterns will not be selected due to the high threshold, which will
negatively affect the quality of the selected significant matched patterns.
5.5.4 Maximum Matched Patterns
In the StPBTM MP model, same with the StPBTM SP model, the patterns which repre-
sent user interests are also partitioned based on equivalence classes in each topic group.
The dominant difference is only the most representative pattern from each equivalence
class are selected to represent the relevance of document.
• Pattern Quality
Closed patterns have been widely recognized as quality patterns to concisely repre-
sent the data in a given dataset. In the experiments conducted in this research, we
designed the model PBTM FCP which utilizes frequent closed patterns to represent
user interests. The purpose of designing the PBTM FCP model is to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed StPBTM MP model by comparing the performance
of both models since both models utilize closed patterns. However, the PBTM FCP
model directly uses all frequent closed patterns to represent user interests and also
to estimate the relevance of a new document, whereas the StPBTM MP model uses
equivalence classes based on frequent closed patterns to represent user interests and
estimates document relevance using maximum matched patterns only. From Table
5.8, we can see that the PBTM FCP model achieved better performance than all the
other models but the StPBTM SP model and the StPBTM MP model. This result
is an excellent example to show the quality of closed patterns.
Table 5.10 shows the average number of patterns or terms extracted from the whole
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Table 5.10: Comparison of the number of patterns or terms used for filtering by each
method on all collections
BM25 SCP StPBTM MP
(Terms) (Patterns) (Equivalence classes)
Avg. Number 623 157 33
collections using three models, the BM25, the SCP, and the StPBTM MP model,
which represent the three categories of models, i.e. term-based, pattern-based, and
topic-based with equivalence classes. For all the collections, the BM25 generates
the largest feature space (i.e. the set of terms), while the SCP has a relatively fewer
set of patterns. The number of patterns found by the StPBTM MP model is much
smaller than either of the other two models, being only about 21% of the number
in the SCP and 5.3% of the number in the BM25. However, the performance of the
StPBTM MP model is the best of the three models. It should be mentioned that
the number of maximum matched pattens when using the StPBTM MP model to
determine the relevance of an incoming document is always equal to the number of
equivalence classes in the StPBTM MP model because only one pattern is selected
from each equivalence class to estimate the document relevance. The selected
patterns won’t be repeatedly used for different equivalence classes since the patterns
belong to only one equivalence class, i.e. they are partitioned exclusively by equiv-
alence class. Thus, we believe that the patterns selected to estimate the relevance
of a document are high quality patterns with excellent characteristics because they
are, (1) comprehensive (i.e. cover all topics and also all equivalence classes of
each topic), (2) non-redundant (i.e. not be repeatedly used for different equivalence
classes), (3) representative (i.e. the maximum matched among the patterns in the
same equivalence class), and compact (i.e. small number of selected patterns).
With these distinctive characteristics, the maximum matched patterns make the
StPBTM MP model achieve the best performance.
• Pattern Specificity
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LDA supports a very strong foundation on generating semantics in terms of topic
representation and topic distribution. But simply utilizing topic distribution to
represent user interests is insufficient on representing user specific interests which is
also important for filtering or retrieving relevant documents to the user. The topical
phrases (i.e., the phrases in the n-Gram model) are too strict to exactly match with
the phrases in documents, while the topical words (i.e., the words in the LDA word
model) are single words and are often too general to represent specific topics. The
patterns in the StPBTM MP model, on the contrary, are grouped based on their
support and are structured based on their taxonomic relationship. The patterns
the in the StPBTM MP model are specificity enhanced by using the association
of words (rather than single words as in the LDA word) and the taxonomic levels
of the patterns. These specificity enhanced patterns can more accurately represent
specific topics and thus more accurately represent users’ information needs.
• Complexity
As discussed in Section 4.4, there are two algorithms in the proposed model, i.e.
user profiling and document filtering. The complexity of the two algorithms is
discussed below.
For user profiling, the proposed pattern-based topic modelling methods consist of
two parts, topic modelling and pattern mining. For the topic modelling part, the
initial user interest models are generated using the LDA model, and the complexity
of each iteration of Gibbs sampling for the LDA is linear with the number of topics
(V) and the number of documents (N), i.e. O(V ∗ N) [Wei and Croft, 2006].
For pattern mining, there is no specific quantitative measure for the complexity of
pattern mining reported in relevant literature. But the efficiency of the FP-Tree
algorithm for generating frequent patterns has been widely accepted in the field of
data mining and text mining. The proposed StPBTM model and the PBTM model
have the same computational complexity as the SCP or frequent closed patterns
mining. On the other hand, the StPBTM and the PBTM generate patterns from
very small transactional datasets compared with the datasets used in general data
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mining tasks, because the transactional datasets used in the StPBTM and the PBTM
are generated from the topic representations produced by the LDA model rather
than the original document collections. The patterns used to represent topics are
generated from the words which are considered to represent the document topics
by the LDA model. These words are part of the original documents, whereas other
pattern mining models generate patterns from the whole collection of documents.
Moreover, the StPBTM and the PBTM models combine the topic modelling and
pattern mining linearly. Thus, in summary, the complexity of the StPBTM and the
PBTM models can be determined by topic modelling or pattern mining. In most
cases, the complexity of the StPBTM and PBTM models would be the same as
pattern mining since, in general, the complexity of pattern mining is greater than
that of topic modelling. It should be mentioned that the user profiling part can be
conducted off-line which means that the complexity of the user profiling part will
not affect the efficiency of the proposed IF model.
For information filtering, the set of patterns or terms used to represent the user’s
information needs is usually called a feature space. For an incoming document,
the complexity to determine its relevance to the user needs is linear to the size of
the feature space for the pattern-based methods (i.e. the SCP, the n-Gram, and the
FCP) and the term-based methods (i.e. the BM25 and the SVM), O(S ) where S is
the size of the feature space. For the topic modelling based methods, due to the use
of topics, the complexity of determining a document’s relevance is O(V ∗ S ) where
V is the number of topics and S is the number of patterns or terms in each topic
representation. For the StPBTM MP model, even though it has an extra loop (i.e.
step 5 in Algorithm 2) to check equivalence classes for each topic, it has the same
complexity as the other topic modelling based methods because the patterns are
partitioned into equivalence classes (i.e. no patterns will be included in more than
one equivalence class and thus will not be scanned more than once) and the number
of patterns in the worst case. Theoretically the complexity of the three models is the
same. But in practice, the complexity of the StPBTM MP model is actually lower
than the other two models because only part of the patterns will be scanned, while
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the other two models have to scan all patterns or terms.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed pattern-
based topic modelling by using the RCV1 and TREC collections for the task of informa-
tion filtering. Major standard evaluating measures are selected to estimate the system’s
performance. The results are also compared with the state-of-the-art models.
The last part briefly discusses the gradual improvements on filtering performance of
the PBTM model, the StPBTM model underpinned by muli-topic user interest modelling
and discriminative and structured topical patterns. Besides, regarding to the efficiency,
we estimate the computing complexity of off-line user interest modelling and on-line
relevance ranking. We find that the efficiency of the proposed models are very often
acceptable for real-time filtering.
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Chapter 6
Topic-based Query Expansion for Information
Retrieval
The user’s long-term interests can be extracted from user’s profiles which contain a col-
lection of the user’s interested documents as mentioned in Chapter 4. But what if the
user’s profiles are not available, and instead only one query is generated by the user? As
stated in Chapter 2, the query in information retrieval system is composed with typically
several terms, which is generated by the users themselves. In this chapter, we focus on
investigating how to model users’ interests based on users’ queries and find a possible way
to expand the queries with the assistance of the proposed pattern-based topic model that
can discover the user interested topics and relevant topical patterns. This chapter follows
our previous work in [Gao et al., 2014a].
Because the query is subjectively generated according to users’ personal perspectives
and terminological habits, users could probably formulate different queries for a common
purpose. For example, ‘television’ and ‘tv’ or ‘programming’ and ‘coding’, are queries
that search for a common answer. Besides the synonymy problem, polynomy of single
words also troubles users. For instance, one academic researcher working in the area
of electrical engineering searches for ‘transformers’ using a query ‘transformer’ which
is one of electrical components, but the retrieval results could be the popular movie.
Currently, information retrieval systems often find relevant documents that purely match
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with the query terms, which are then sorted by ranking models. However, these models
are restricted to a limited number of features, and have the problems of synonymy and
polynomy. If a user query contains accurate topic-specific terms that can describe the
user’s information needs, the system will retrieve precisely matched results. However, the
queries may be short, inconsistent or too general, thus the system is likely to misinterpret
the user’s interested topics .
To deal with the vocabulary problem, several approaches have been proposed includ-
ing interactive query refinement, relevance feedback, word sense disambiguation, and
search results clustering [Carpineto and Romano, 2012]. One of the most natural and
successful techniques is to expand the original query with other words that best capture
the actual user’s interests, or that simply produce a more useful query that is more likely to
retrieve relevant documents. Automatic Query Expansion (AQE) is considered a promis-
ing technique in IR to improve the effectiveness of document retrieval, especially for short
queries. Most research into AQE techniques involve relevance feedback [Andrzejewski
and Buttler, 2011, Maxwell and Croft, 2013] and are always combined with smoothing
techniques to improve the effectiveness[Yi and Allan, 2009, Zhai and Lafferty, 2001a].
However, one significant problem, mentioned in [Kumaran and Carvalho, 2009, Maxwell
and Croft, 2013], is that some words are peripheral or shared across many topics within
one query. Most existing query expansion methods can hardly determine which topics
are involved and thus, under this circumstance may cause query drift which will hinder
retrieval of relevant documents. Term selection and query reduction are often used to
solve this problem, but this technique typically works only for long queries.
Targeting on determining accurate topics in one query, in this thesis, we attempt to
propose a new query expansion model in IR, called Topical Pattern Query Expansion
(TPQE), which could expand query-related terms based on the discovered topics. And
then we implement the new model in benchmark datasets to test its feasibility in the IR
area. The expansion process firstly determines the latent relevant topics based on topical
patterns that can find association between words. The candidates for query expansion are
further chosen according to the query types including “scattered queries” and “focused
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queries”. With the purpose of precisely interpreting the user interests and balancing the
query drift during the process of the query expansion, a novel relevance ranking model
is proposed, based on the topical query expansion approach. It is worth mentioning that
the proposed IR model can retrieve relevant documents without online re-training which
always takes time.
6.1 General Description
As introduced in Section 4.1 in Chapter 4, a user’s interest often involves multiple topics.
Generally, because of a query consisting of a few words given by a user, it is hard to
identify what topics the user’s query are related to. Topical patterns discovered by the
pattern-based topic model proposed in Chapter 3 can be used to create links between
single terms in the query and implicit topics, which provides an approach to leverage
identifying the user interested topics. The process described above can be illustrated by
Figure 6.1. As this picture shows, the only explicit information is the user generated
query which is a set of terms, while the real user information needs can be implicitly
composed of several topics, each of which can be described by detailed patterns. The
topical patterns reveal the associations between words, which can bridge individual query
terms with semantically related topics. Once the related topics are determined, the pattern-
based topic representations are used to expand the original query based on degree of
associations between the query terms and their related words in the related topics. The
topical patterns that have strong associations with the original terms are in principle the
candidates to expand the query.
Because users are very often biased on their interested topics, we need to further
differentiate the importance of these potentially related topics by assessing the certainty
of the topics in the set of all discovered related topics for a specific query. According to
the certainty of the related topics that are involved in the query, the query can be divided
into two different categories, which further accurately models the user’s interests. For
document relevance ranking, these divisions for queries and related topics can be reflected
by different weighting mechanisms. The proposed new method for query expansion based
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on the pattern-based topic representation and the topic-based weighting system will be
described in the following sections.
Figure 6.1: The semantic support for the query expansion in this chapter
6.2 Topical Pattern Query Expansion (TPQE)
The representations generated by the pattern-based LDA model, discussed in Section
3, carry more concrete and identifiable meaning than the word-based representations
generated using the original LDA model. Based on the pattern-based topic model with
layered structure and interpretable representation, we propose a query expansion model
called Topical Pattern Query Expansion (TPQE) model for IR. The details are described
in the following subsections.
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6.2.1 Related Topics Selection and Query Expansion
Given a collection of documents D, V pre-specified latent topics can be generated and
represented by patterns, using the approach described in Section 3.2.2. From the results
of LDA to D, V transactional datasets, Γ1, · · · ,ΓV can be generated from which the
pattern-based topic representations for the collection, U =
{
XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV
}
, can be
generated, where each XZi =
{
Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi
}
is a set of frequent patterns generated
from the transactional dataset Γi, where mi is the total number of patterns in topic Zi and
each Xi j in XZi is a unique pattern with corresponding weight fi j. This pattern-based
representation enhances the semantic meaning of topics, which can also be useful for
selecting appropriate topics for the query.
Association rule mining is to find associations between itemsets, called association
rules. An association rule is an implication in the form of X ⇒ Y , where X and
Y are disjoint itemsets, i.e., X ∩ Y = ∅. The strength of an association rule can be
measured in terms of its support and confidence. Support determines how often a rule
is applicable to a given dataset, while confidence determines degree of interest or strength
of the correlations of this rule. X and Y are itemsets, X is called antecedent and Y is
called consequent, the rule means that X implies Y . The relative support of a rule is
the percentage of transactions that contain X and Y, the confidence of a rule is the ratio
between the support of the rule and the support of X.
Confidence, on the other hand, measures the reliability of the inference made by a rule.
For a given X ⇒ Y , the higher the confidence, the more likely it is for Y to be present
in transactions that contain X. The association rule suggests a co-occurrence relationship
between items in the antecedent and consequent of the rule [Tan and Kumar, 2005].
For the pattern-based topic model described in Section 3.2.2, from each transactional
dataset ‘Γi’ for topic i, we can generate a set of association rules which satisfy the pre-
defined minimum support σ and confidence η from a given transactional dataset, and
denoted asRi. Based on the discovered rules from pattern-based topic
{
XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV
}
,
for a given query Q = {q1, q2, · · · , qn}, where qw is one of the terms in the query Q,
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w = 1, 2, · · · , n, we can discover which topics that the query is related to, as well as the
expanded terms of original queries.
The rationale behind using pattern-based topic models to expand queries is that topical
patterns contain more strong relations among terms and these associations create a reliable
links between original query terms and their related topics from which the best terms can
be determined to expand the query. The detailed process is described as follows.
As mentioned above, the pattern-based topic representation is XZi =
{
Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi
}
for topic Zi in which the pattern Xi j =
{
x1i j, x
2
i j, · · · , xli ji j
}
is a set of terms; li j is the length
of this pattern Xi j; and supp(Xi j) is the support of Xi j. If there is a term xki j ∈ Xi j, k ∈{
1, · · · , li j
}
, qw = xki j, i.e., qw ∈ Xi j, and qw ⇒ Xi j\qw is a rule in Ri, topic Zi is considered
as a related topic of qw. The pattern Xi j is called a topic-related patten of qw. The set of
related topics of the query word qw, denoted as RTqw can be defined as:
RTqw = {Zi|∃(qw ⇒ Xi j\qw) ∈ Ri, qw ∈ Xi j} (6.1)
The set of related topics for a query Q is defined as:
RTQ =
n⋃
w=1
RTqw (6.2)
For a query word qw, there could be multiple topic-related patterns in XZi that make
the topic Zi a related topic of qw. Let Xiqw be a set of topic-related patterns in XZi for qw,
Xiqw can be used to represent topic Zi in terms of qw. X
i
qw is defined below:
Xiqw = {X|X ∈ XZi ,∃(qw ⇒ X\qw) ∈ Ri, qw ∈ X} (6.3)
For each pattern X ∈ Xiqw , the expanded query is X\qw and the relevance of X to qw
with respect to the topic Zi is defined as:
f iqw(X) =
supp(X)∑
Y∈Xiqw supp(Y)
(6.4)
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The relevance f iqw will be used to determine the relevance of a document to a query in
the retrieval stage, which will be discussed in Section 6.2.4.
Figure 6.2: An example of finding related topics when given a keyword “trade” from
query 55
A simple example is given in Figure 6.2 where we describe how to find related topics
for the word “trade” in query 55. The minimum confidence in our experiment is η = 0.25.
The related patterns in topic 59 are “trade stock”, “trade market” and “trade exchange”
in Figure 6.2. The relative support of the pattern “trade stock” is 0.44, and the relative
support of “trade” is 0.59 in topic 59, and 0.44/0.59 = 0.75 is the confidence of the rule
“trade⇒stock” which is larger than η. As a result, topic 59 is one of the related topics
for the keyword “trade”. Similarly, Z28 is another related topic and thus RTq = {Z59,Z28}
is the set of related topics to the keyword “trade”. On the contrary, the pattern with the
highest relative support in topic 34 that includes word “trade” is “trade company” whose
relative support is 0.14 and the relative support of “trade” in topic 34 is 0.43, where the
confidence is 0.09/0.43 = 0.21. Hence, the topic 34 is not a related topic to the query
word “trade”.
As a result, the corresponding expanded queries contain “stock, market, exchange,
import, world, foreign”. But among all the related topics, the degree of association with
one word in the query is different. Some related topics are highly related to the user’s
interests while some other related topics discovered are actually rarely associated. So we
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need topic optimisation process to differentiate the varying importance of all the related
topics to the user’s real interests.
6.2.2 Topic Optimisation
Topical patterns can capture more stable and meaningful associations between words.
However, different combinations with the same word can often represent different topics.
For example, “south” in “South Africa” refers to a country name but in “south west” it
refers to a direction. As a result, not all the related topics generated using Equation (6.2)
can ‘truly’ represent the user’s interests. Topic optimisation is a process that helps to
choose those related topics which are closer to the user’s interests. In this section, we will
optimise the selected related topics, RTQ, for the query, and define a level of certainty for
these related topics: certain topics and uncertain topics.
• Certain Topics
A topic Zi is considered as the user’s certain topic if it meets the following condi-
tions:
– Zi is a related topic of at least keyword in Q, i.e., ∃qk ∈ Q,Zi ∈ RTqk ;
– Zi is a common related topic of at least two different keywords in Q, i.e.,
∃qh ∈ Q,Zi ∈ RTqh
Formally, the set of certain topics of the query Q , denoted as T cQ, is defined by the
equation (6.5).
T cQ =
{
Zi|Zi ∈ RTqk
⋂
RTqh ,∃k, h ∈ {1, · · · , n} , k , h
}
(6.5)
The set of certain topics can be considered as the closest topics to the user’s interest
because they are related to at least two query words in the user’ query. This feature
is very important because two or more words can form stronger patterns than single
words. The pattern consisting of query words can be considered a ‘user-specific
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pattern’. It is because of the ‘user-specific pattern’ that the topics in T cQ are more
certain to represent the user’s interest.
• Uncertain Topics
The other related topics other than the certain topics in T cQ are considered as a set
of uncertain topics, T uQ:
T uQ = RTQ\T cQ (6.6)
A related topic in the set of uncertain topics contains only one original query
keyword and it only satisfies the first condition.
Let RT cqw be the set of certain topics of qw and RT
u
qw be the set of uncertain topics of
qw:
RT cqw = {Z|Z ∈ RTqw ,Z ∈ T cQ} (6.7)
RT uqw = {Z|Z ∈ RTqw ,Z ∈ T uQ} (6.8)
6.2.3 Query Categories
It is normal that people may not always provide exactly ‘right’ keywords in their query
due to their knowledge on the query and their ‘habit’ on formulating queries. Some
queries are short with limited features but some queries are verbose and thus one query
could contain one topic or multiple topics. Keeping this in mind, we generally divide
queries into two different categories, focused queries and scattered queries. A query
is considered focused if there is at least one related topic to the query which is a certain
topic. A query is considered scattered if all the related topics to the query are uncertain
topics.
For example, let a query Q = {q1, q2, q3, q4}, and all the four terms are associated with
corresponding topics, Tsi. As shown in Figure 6.3, q1 is associated with Ts1,Ts2 and Ts;
q4 is associated with Ts7,Ts8 and Ts; q2 and q3 also have related topics Ts3,Ts4,Ts5 and
Ts6, but do not necessarily relate to Ts. Ts is one certain topic in the query. The others
are uncertain topics. In this case, the query is considered a focused query. Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.3: Focused query
Figure 6.4: Scattered query
demonstrates a very opposite situation where all the related topics lack a common topic.
Topics Ts1 to Ts8 in Figure 6.4 are considered as uncertain topics. In this case, the query
is considered a scattered query.
Formally the set of focused queries is Q f , defined as:
Q f = {Q|T cQ , ∅} (6.9)
In another words, as depicted in Figure 6.5, a focused query must have at least one certain
topic and could have uncertain topics or not. In contrast, for a scattered query, keywords
in the query Q are not consistently coherent. The related topics are uncertain topics, there
are no words in the query that share any common topic. In this case, the set of scattered
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Figure 6.5: The relation of the query category and the topic certainty
queries, Qs is defined as:
Qs = {Q|T cQ = ∅} (6.10)
6.2.4 Document Ranking
For a focused query, the expanded terms from certain topics deliver more trustworthy
and convincing users’ interests compared with the ones from uncertain topics. We assign
different weights to indicate their importance using a trade-off parameter λc ∈ [0, 1] to
differentiate the expanded terms from certain topics T cQ and the expanded terms from
uncertain topics T uQ. For a scattered query, all the expanded terms are from uncertain
topics T uQ. Generally, since the terms in the original query are given by the user, they
are more reliable than the expanded terms from uncertain topics. Therefore, a constant
λs ∈ [0, 1] is set to control the relative proportion between original query and the extended
terms.
Also, the expanded terms have their topical frequencies that can represent their speci-
ficities in describing the meaning of the related topic, which is calculated by Equation
(6.4). The higher the relevance of the pattern, the more specific and important the pattern
is in this topic. For example, query 58 is “rail striker”, the related topic for “rail” is topic66
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in which the related patterns “transport rail” with relative support 0.05918 and “rail train”
with relative support 0.05477; the related topic for “striker” is topic84 in which the related
patters are “striker worker” with relative support 0.06155 and “striker union” with relative
support 0.05352. According to Equation (6.4), the relevance of the expanded terms are
from patterns “transport rail” (0.5194) and “rail train” (0.4806) in topic66, and “striker
worker” (0.5349) and “striker union” (0.4651) in topic84.
However, queries are always related to multiple topics. The more related topics a
query has, the more diverse the query is, thus there is greater uncertainty for this query.
The number of related topics in RTqw , is defined as word diversity of qw, denoted as
div(qw). For the set of certain topics, divcqw = |RT cqw | and for the set of uncertain topic,
divuqw = |RT uqw |. If a word has high diversity, it will not be discriminative in delivering
the user interest, therefore the importance weight should be lower than the word with low
diversity.
The principles of document relevance ranking are: 1) increase weights of certain
related topics to the user’s interests; 2) balance the weights of uncertain related topics
to the user’s interests. A constant parameter λs is used to balance the impact of original
keywords and expanded terms in queries. If Q ∈ Q f , the expanded terms in certain topics
are assigned higher weight compared with expanded terms in uncertain topics in which the
proportion is controlled by λ f . And if Q ∈ Qs, the λ f = 0. These are weight assignments
in general level. At more specific level, diversity (div) of the keyword is used to balance
every possible meaning of it; the relevance of the pattern f (X) indicates its importance in
one topic. #div × f (X)# together presents the specificity of the expanded terms.
One unique characteristic for topical pattern expansion is that the expanded terms par-
ticularly for an original query term are derived from one pattern, and they only make sense
when the original query exists in a document since the original keyword and expanded
terms together represent a completely meaningful pattern. Another reason is the original
query is the antecedent of a rule which is a dominant element. Therefore, our proposed
document ranking requires co-occurrence of the original query and its expanded terms in
a document d. The ranking score of document d will linearly combine all these elements
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introduced above. The document ranking is calculated by Equation (6.11) and the relevant
notations in the equations are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Important notations
Q the original query
Q f set of focused queries
Qs set of scattered queries
T cQ set of certain topics for the query Q
T uQ set of uncertain topics for the query Q
RT cqw set of certain topics of qw
RT uqw set of uncertain topics of qw
Xiqw set of topic-related patterns in XZi for qw
f iqw(X) the relevance of pattern X to qw with respect
to the topic Zi
λ f , λs trade-off parameters
bm(q) the BM25 score of term q
score(d|Q) =
∑
qw∈Q
qw∈d
{λsbm(qw) + (1 − λs){ λ f|RT c(qw)|
∑
Zi∈T cQ
∑
X∈Xiqw
f iqw(X)bm(X\qw)
+
1 − λ f
|RT u(qw)|
∑
Zi∈T uQ
∑
X∈Xiqw
f iqw(X)bm(X\qw)}}
where,
λ f =

> 0 if Q ∈ Q f
0 ifQ ∈ Qs
(6.11)
6.2.5 Algorithm
To understand this process clearly, we formally describe the process in two algorithms:
Offline training (i.e., generating a pattern-based topic model for the collection) as Algo-
rithm 3 in Chapter 4 and Online Retrieval (i.e., expanding queries and document relevance
ranking) Algorithm. The former generates pattern-based topic representations and paves
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the way for the latter expansion system. Given a query online, the TPQE model expands
the query with related topics and computes the document ranking with topic-related ex-
panded terms.
Algorithm 8 Online Retrieval
Input: topic representations XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV ;
a query Q = {q1, q2, · · · , qn};
a list of documents D′;
a minimum confidence η;
Output: score(d|Q), d ∈ D′
1: for each qw ∈ Q do
2: RTqw := ∅
3: for each topic Zi ∈ [Z1,ZV] do
4: Xiqw := ∅
5: for each pattern Xi j ∈ XZi do
6: Scan patterns and find qw = xi j, xi j ∈ Xi j
7: if qw ⇒ Xi j\qw ∈ Ri then
8: RTqw = Zi ∪ RTqw
9: Xiqw = Xi j\qw ∪ Xiqw
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: for all qw ∈ Q do
15: T cQ =
{
Zi|Zi ∈ RTqk
⋂
RTqh ,∃k, h ∈ {1, · · · , n} , k , h
}
16: end for
17: if T cQ , ∅ then
18: Q ∈ Q f
19: else
20: Q ∈ Qs
21: end if
22: for each d ∈ D′ do
23: score(Q|d) := 0
24: score(Q|d) is calculated by Equation (6.11)
25: end for
6.3 Evaluation for Information Retrieval
In order to test the feasibility of our proposed TPQE model, in the experiments, we only
use the query itself as the input without user interactive information, such as relevance
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feedbacks. The hypothesis to be verified in the experiments is that the proposed query
expansion method based on the related topical patterns that are generated from the col-
lection is feasible. This section discusses the experiments and evaluation in terms of data
collection, baseline models, measures and results.
6.3.1 Data
The benchmark datasets from Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)1 [Voorhees et al., 2005]
are used to evaluate our proposed model for IR. For each dataset, the queries are taken
from the ”title” field of TREC topics. A collection of text documents and relevance
judgements for each query are provided in each dataset. Table 6.2 shows the datasets
(AP, SJMN, WSJ) details.
Table 6.2: The Statistics of TREC corpora and topics. The number of documents D is
given in thousands
Collection Abbrev #D TREC topics
Associated Press AP 243 51-150
San Jose Mercury News SJMN 90 51-150
Wall Street Journal WSJ 173 51-100, 151-200
6.3.2 Measures
The effectiveness is assessed by five different measures: average precision of the top K
(K = 5, and K = 10) documents, Fβ(β = 1) measure, Mean Average Precision (MAP). F1
is a criterion that assesses the effect involving both precision (p) and recall (r),which is
defined as F1 =
2pr
p + r
. The larger the top5, top10, MAP or F1 score, the better the system
performs.
1http://trec.nist.gov/
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6.3.3 Settings
Firstly, we apply the LDA model to construct topic models with V = 100 latent topics
for SJMN, 200 topics for WSJ and 300 topics for AP according to the size of each data
collection, using the MALLET topic modelling toolkit2. Our experiments show that an
insufficient number of topics could generate abundant patterns in the topic model. We run
collapsed Gibbs inference for 1000 samplings, the hyper-parameters of the LDA model
are α = 50/V and β = 0.01. We also pre-process all documents by removing standard
stopping words, numbers and punctuation.
In the process of generating pattern-based topic representations, the minimum support
σ for every topic in each collection is set to 0.05.
For selecting the related topics, the minimum confidence of a topical association rule
is set to η = 0.25.
The trade-off parameters in document relevance ranking are set as λ f = 0.9 and λs =
0.7 in experiments for all the three datasets.
6.3.4 Baseline IR models
Three existing IR models are chosen as baseline models in the experiments, including one
term-based ranking model BM25 and two state-of-the-art topic-based IR models, which
integrate topic modelling with language modelling and have achieved relatively successful
performance. The baseline models are discussed below.
• BM25
BM25 [Robertson et al., 2004] is one of the state-of-the-art term-based document
ranking approaches. In this thesis, the original and expanded queries are all scored
2http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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by BM25 weights. The term weights are estimated using the following equation:
W(t) =
t f × (k + 1)
k1 × ((1 − b) + b DLAVDL ) + t f
× log(δ + N − n + 0.5
n + 0.5
) (6.12)
where N is total number of documents in the collection; n is the number of docu-
ments that contain term t; t f is the term frequency; DL and AVDL are the document
length and average document length, respectively; and k1 and b are the parameters,
which are set as 1.2 and 0.75 in this thesis. Notice that, in this thesis, we use a
modified BM25 in the part of inverse document frequency (id f ). The constant δ
in the modified BM25 is added to avoid the negative value of id f for the common
terms in the collection; we set δ = 1.
• Topical n-gram model
The topical n-Gram model (TNG) proposed in [Wang et al., 2007] automatically
and simultaneously discovers topics and extracts topically relevant phrases. It has
been seamlessly integrated into the language modelling based IR task [Wang et al.,
2007]. The generative process can be described as follows:
1) draw discrete φz from Dirichlet β for each topic z;
2) draw discrete θd from Dirichlet α;
3) the difference of TNG from normal LDA model is to draw Bernoulli ϕzw from
Beta γ for each topic z and each word w; and
4) draw discrete σzw from Dirichlet δ for each topic z and each word w;
Bernoulli chooses the assignment of the word wd,i to a topic φ j, which is used to
determine whether nearby content can be composed as phrases. Readers can refer
to [Wang et al., 2007] for more details.
• LDA-based Document Model (LBDM)
LDA-based document model smoothing technique [Wei and Croft, 2006] utilises
Dirichlet smoothing to smooth PML(w|d) with P(w|coll), then further smooth the
result with PLDA(w|d):
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P(w|d) = λ( Nd
Nd + µ
PML(w|d) + (1 − NdNd + µ )PML(w|coll))
+ (1 − λ)PLDA(w|d)
(6.13)
where P(w|d) is the maximum likelihood estimate of word w in the document d, and
P(w|coll) is the maximum likelihood estimate of the word w in the whole collection. µ is
the Dirichlet prior, which is set to 1000 , and λ = 0.7 in the experiment.
6.3.5 Results
All the experimental results are shown in Table 6.3, Table 6.4, Table 6.5 and Table 6.6.
In the Table 6.3, the performance of the proposed TPQE model is compared with the
performance of without query expansion and the improvements of the TPQE model over
the original queries are shown in the Table 6.3. “Expanded Queries” column indicates
number of the queries to be expanded . For each evaluation, “impr.” shows the number
of queries improved, and “avg gain” means the average improvement over the improved
queries. The analysis of the results follows. In Table 6.4, the proposed TPQE model is
compared with the baseline models TNG model and LDBM. The improvements are given
in the right column.
Table 6.3: Improvements of using the TPQE model compared with only using original
queries.
Collection Net Expanded top5 top10 MAP F1
Queries Queries impr. avg gain impr. avg gain impr. avg gain impr. avg gain
AP 99 80 30 23.8% 36 19.6% 53 9.9% 53 7.0%
SJMN 94 85 20 21.7% 22 10.0% 50 3.1% 48 3.7%
WSJ 100 83 23 23.6% 28 12.3% 44 7.2% 43 4.4%
From Table 6.3, we can see that the number of net queries in AP, SJMN and WSJ
are 99, 94 and 100, respectively. Among the valid queries, 80.8% (80/99) queries in AP,
90.4% (85/94) queries in SJMN and 83.0% (83/100) in WSJ can be expanded by our
proposed approach. This demonstrates that the topical patterns that are discovered by our
model are useful at selecting related topics which can be used in query expansion. The
results support the hypothesis.
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Table 6.4: Comparison of the TPQE model with TNG and LDBM models. The evaluation
measure is MAP. impr indicates the percentage of improvement of the TPQE over the best
performance of the TNG and the LBDM.
Collection TNG LDBM TPQE impr
AP 0.2423 0.2651 0.3390 27.8%
SJMN 0.2122 0.2307 0.2375 3.0%
WSJ 0.2958 0.3253 0.3502 7.7%
In the same table, we find that in the expanded queries across the three collections,
23.5%—37.5% queries improve under evaluation measure top5, 25.9%—42.4% queries
perform better under evaluation top10, 53.0%—66.3% queries under MAP and 51.8%—
66.3% under F1 improve. Although the improvement of queries under top5 is the small-
est, its average gain over all improved queries is the highest. MAP and F1 evaluations have
a large number of improved queries but the improvement value is relatively the lowest.
To summarise the performance, our proposed the TPQE model consistently performs well
across all evaluation measures.
The comparison results among the proposed model and LDA-based baseline mod-
els are shown in Table 6.4. We can see that the TPQE model outperforms the other
two baseline models on MAP value, achieving dramatical increase for AP collection by
27.8% against the LDBM and minimum increase of 3.0% for SJMN. The improvement is
further evidence that supports the hypothesis that the proposed model is feasible on query
expansion.
We conducted a generalized cross-validation in the evaluation. Each of the three
collections is used as the training dataset to construct the topic models which are further
used to expand the queries. For each training dataset, all the three collections are used as
the testing datasets to retrieve documents for a given query. Therefore, there are nine runs
in total. The detailed results of the nine runs are given in Table 6.5 .
In Table 6.5, we can see that the results show evenly acceptable performance across
different training/testing collections. These results suggest that topical patterns trained
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Table 6.5: Results based on three different training sets, each of which is then used to test
on all three collections.
Train coll. Test coll. top5 top10 MAP F1
AP AP 0.4201 0.4107 0.3402 0.3653
SJMN 0.2703 0.2601 0.2323 0.2729
WSJ 0.454 0.430 0.3437 0.3710
SJMN AP 0.4121 0.4020 0.3354 0.3614
SJMN 0.30 0.2723 0.2375 0.2770
WSJ 0.4640 0.4260 0.3477 0.3734
WSJ AP 0.4162 0.3060 0.3353 0.3582
SJMN 0.2720 0.2520 0.2332 0.2732
WSJ 0.4760 0.4310 0.3581 0.3774
using any of the collections and the expanded queries based on the topical patterns gen-
eralise well to other collections. In addition, the parameters setting are the same across
multiple datasets except for the number of topics.
Table 6.6 below presents the number of improved focused/scattered queries and their
average gain over the improved focused/scattered queries compared with the original
queries. The column headed “impr.” shows the number of queries improved and the
N f column indicates the number of focused queries. The Ns column indicates the number
of scattered queries. The final column “avg gain” is the average improvement by these
queries. The evaluation measure is also MAP.
Table 6.6: Improvements and comparisons of focused queries and scattered queries
Collection impr. N f avg gain Ns avg gain
AP 53 15 0.1218 38 0.090
SJMN 50 16 0.033 34 0.030
WSJ 44 14 0.076 30 0.070
Table 6.6 shows exactly how certain topics and uncertain topics contribute to the
improvements on performance. In the table, we can see that the number of queries with
certain topics (focused queries) is about half of the number of queries with only uncertain
topics (scattered queries), which indicates that the keywords in most of the queries involve
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different topics or have different meanings. The comparison with average gain for the two
categories of queries shows the results for the focused queries are a little bit better than the
results for the scattered queries. We can also see that the scattered queries get reasonably
good performance too, especially in SJMN collection the average gain is only 0.003 lower.
This result indicates that our method can deal with both types of queries well, especially
for queries that involve certain topics.
6.3.6 Discussion
The results on benchmark TREC datasets show that this technique is feasible and effective
for most of queries. The reason behind this is that using topical patterns are to expand the
query can obtain more accurate and semantically related terms.
• Topical Patterns for Query Expansion
Instead of using individual words as representations of topics, we use stronger term
relationships by using topical patterns to select related topics as well as expanded
terms from the related patterns. Pattern-based representations are effective at inter-
preting the semantic meaning, thus the topical pattern - based expansion is more
trustworthy in terms of semantics. At the ranking stage, the topical patterns are also
effective because they can deliver specific weightings with patterns (X) and their
relevance ( f iqw(X)).
But based on our experimental experience, if the number of trained topics is too
small (i.e., V = 100 for the larger collection AP), which cannot fit the topic par-
titions within a collection, the performance will drop sometimes even lower than
the original BM25. The main reason is that the very low dimension of topics leads
to abundant patterns, which causes the related patterns to contain a lot of noise.
Therefore, the number of topics directly affects the correctness of query expansion
by topical patterns.
The query expansion approach TPQE is flexible. If the query itself is short, the
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related topics will complement the features; and if they query is verbose, the opti-
misation of related topics will converge to focused topics and decrease the effects
of noisy terms. Consequently, topical pattern for query expansion is a good strategy
for IR and it also solve the mentioned problems.
• Complexity
Many effective topical IR models require feedbacks [Andrzejewski and Buttler,
2011, Maxwell and Croft, 2013] which actually require extra response time. Since
our proposed model only needs offline training which means no extra online pro-
cessing time is needed, it performs well on retrieval documents in terms of effec-
tiveness.
As discussed in Section 6.2.5, offline training and Online retrieval are included in
the TPQE. The complexity of the two algorithms is discussed below.
For offline training, the proposed pattern-based topic modelling methods consist of
two parts, topic modelling and pattern mining. For the topic modelling part, the
initial user interest models are generated using the LDA model, and the complexity
of each iteration of Gibbs sampling for the LDA is linear with the number of topics
(V) and the number of documents (N), i.e. O(V ∗ N) [Wei and Croft, 2006]. For
pattern mining, there is no specific quantitative measure for the complexity of
pattern mining reported in relevant literature. But the efficiency of the FP-Tree
algorithm [Han et al., 2007a] for generating frequent patterns has been widely
accepted in the field of data mining and text mining. The transactional datasets
used in the TPQE model are generated from the topic representations produced by
the LDA model rather than the original document collections. The patterns used to
represent topics are generated from the words which are considered to represent
the document topics by the LDA model. These words are part of the original
documents, whereas other pattern mining models generate patterns from the whole
collection of documents.
Moreover, the TPQE model combines the topic modelling and pattern mining lin-
early. Thus, in summary, the complexity of the TPQE model can be determined
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by topic modelling or pattern mining. In most cases, the complexity of the TPQE
model would be the same as pattern mining since, in general, the complexity of
pattern mining is greater than that of topic modelling. As them name indicates,
offline training can be conducted off-line which means that the complexity of the
offline training part will not affect the efficiency of the proposed IR model.
BM25 is always considered an efficient term-based method. We will compare the
complexity of the TPQE with the original BM25 and see if it is efficient for online
retrieval. The set of words in the query that the user formulates is called a feature
space and efficiency is ultimately decided by it. For a collection of documents,
the complexity to determine their relevance to the user needs is linear to the size
of the feature space for the term-based methods (i.e., BM25), O(S ) where S is
the size of the feature space. For the TPQE, the feature space will increase due
to query expansion. Let n be the number of selected related topics and L be the
number of patterns in each topic query-related representation, thus, n ∗ S is the new
feature space for the TPQE compared with BM25. However, the number of n and
L in the TPQE is relatively very small, and the time cost is quadratically increased.
Theoretically, the complexity of the TPQE is higher than the term-based method
but practically, since the number of expanded terms is small, the TPQE is close to
efficiency with BM25.
6.4 Chapter Summary
The proposed pattern-based topic modelling has advantages for expanding queries be-
cause the pattern representations of topics can represent more reliable and stronger links
between single terms within one topic than other bag-of-words - based modelling meth-
ods. In this chapter, an innovative query expansion technique TPQE has been proposed
for information retrieval. The topical patterns are utilised to determine the related topics
and expanded terms. Based on the certainty of the discovered related topics, queries can
be categorised by focused query or scattered query. Consequently, different mechanisms
of relevance ranking for those two kinds of queries are proposed to calculate the document
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relevance. The corresponding experiments and results have been discussed in this chapter
as well and have been evaluated by using the TREC collections for IR task. Compared
with the state-of-the-art models, the TPQE demonstrates certain strengths both on query
expansion and document relevance ranking.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis starts by combating a long-standing challenge in web information, which is
information overload. Understanding users’ real information needs can help us distin-
guish most relevant information from large amounts of non-relevant information. We
thus gave primary emphasis to seeking optimal models to accurately model underlying
structure for users’ interests. And utilising the optimised user interest modelling to extract
the relevance of documents and score the most relevant documents at top by developing
relevance ranking system. In this chapter, we highlight the most important points made in
the thesis and offer an outline for the future of this research area.
Topic modelling approaches generally have a sound statistical foundation. The model
can be applied to an arbitrary set of documents to learn a set of latent topics, each of
which is represented by a word distribution and where each document is represented
by topic distribution. However, the single words hardly satisfy the needs of semantic
representations at topic level. Hence, this thesis proposes a pattern-based topic model
which automatically generates discriminative and semantic rich representations for mod-
elling topics and documents by combining topic modelling techniques and data mining
techniques. Such a combination allows us to both benefit from statistical latent topics and
matching semantically related patterns.
In the thesis, all the research was conducted using content-based analysis. There
are two types of user input data: user profiles and user generated queries in information
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filtering and information retrieval, respectively. We separately implement the proposed
pattern-based topic model for user interest modelling in both IF and IR tasks. The exper-
imental results of the IF system prove that the proposed user modelling is quite effective,
flexible and adaptive for user profiling. The experiments on the IR system also prove that
the proposed topic model is feasible and reasonable for query expansion.
The user interest modelling in IF combines the statistical models with semantic feature
representations, which outlines the user’s interests with distribution of topics at a general
level as well as interpretable features at detail level. Further inside topics, the enormous
number of patterns are organised by equivalence classes based on their statistical impor-
tance and taxonomy structure, which semantically distinguish different patterns within
the same topic. On relevance ranking process, frequent patterns and closed patterns
for the PBTM model, the proposed significant matched patterns and maximum matched
patterns for the StPBTM model, are selected to represent the relevance of documents.
Consequently, gradual improvements on performance are obtained through the updates
from the PBTM FP model and PBTM FCP to the StPBTM SP and StPBTM MP model.
All the proposed models are evaluated by using the RCV1 and TREC collections for
the task of information filtering. Finally, the conclusion is drawn that the StPBTM MP
model is the most effective IF model owing to two factors, the proposed concise user in-
terest modelling and the corresponding quality maximum matched patterns for document
relevance ranking.
In information retrieval, the user provides a personally generated query for which it is
difficult for the system to determine the particular topics involved. The proposed pattern-
based model is again adopted to determine user interested topics in the proposed TPQE
model for query expansion. The potential relevant terms with the original query and
related topics are discovered by utilising the associations of words that are represented
by topical patterns. The expanding terms are further refined afterwards by determining
whether the query category is a focused query or a scattered query. For the document
ranking, the TPQE estimates the relevance from aspects of determining query category at
the general level, additionally analysing expanded patterns with more specific features.
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The proposed model has been evaluated by using the TREC collections for IR task.
Compared with the state-of-the-art models, the TPQE demonstrates certain strengths on
query expansion in IR.
7.1 Limitations
The limitations of the research described in this thesis are listed below:
1. Word frequency in a document is not included in the topical transaction
Currently, for the pattern-based topic modelling, we construct topical transactions
(see Chapter 3) only by considering word occurrence in each document, not by
counting the frequency of the specific word. The word that occurs in a document d
once shares the same importance in the topical transaction with the word that occurs
in the document d multiple times. As a result, the patterns’ distributions for a topic
can not fully reflect the original word frequencies in the collection.
2. The proposed pattern-based topic model needs improvements on document
modelling
Normally, a topic model represents topics at collection level. Each of the topics is
represented by word distribution and documents are modelled by topic distribution
at document level. In our proposed models, the documents are modelled according
to estimating the relevance between topical patterns and words in documents. Be-
cause our models are conducted as post-LDA procedures which can not update topic
distribution for every document, topics are represented by patterns at collection
level but documents cannot be represented by pattern-based topics’ distribution in
a new way.
3. The TPQE model expends query without considering relevance feedback, which
may bring expansion drift.
The TPQE proposed in this thesis expands a query purely based on the seman-
tic linkage between terms and relevant topical patterns. This approach creatively
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bridges the terms and topics. As reviewed in Chapter 2, query expansion from
the relevance feedback has been extensively researched and has been proven effec-
tively. However, at this stage, the TPQE has not included the processes of relevance
feedback which can be pseudo-feedback or feedback provided by users.
7.2 Future work
There are three key directions that future research could take in order to address the
limitations of the research presented in this thesis:
1. At the stage of generating patterns to represent topics at collection level, we could
differentiate the frequency of words with different granules for constructing topical
transactions. The corresponding rough set theory and granule mining have been
studied in [Li and Zhong, 2003, Liu et al., 2012]. Certainly, in order to seamlessly
combine those related theories and our proposed models for solving the problems,
adjustments and experiments should be conducted.
2. In the proposed pattern-based model, we did not consider the order and distance
between words for representing topics and documents. However, developing se-
quential pattern-based topic model or ontological knowledge-based is important to
the application domains where the order of words is significant. Therefore, it will
be one of our future works.
3. At document level, the incoming documents should be represented in terms of
topical patterns and topic distributions. For the tasks of IF or IR, the relevance
of documents can be estimated directly from the new document modelling. In other
words, the relevance ranking scheme could be improved with the more rigorous
definition.
4. For information retrieval, Terrier retrieval platform version 4.0 1 can be used to
index and search new datasets such as TIPSTER disks 1 & 2, TREC disks 4 & 5,
1http://terrier.org/
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and ClueWeb09 Dataset 2 [Xu and Ke, 2014]. State-of-the-arts query expansion
models are explicitly introduced in [Carpineto and Romano, 2012], which we can
compare our model with in terms of effectiveness.
Additionally, other applications could be explored and extended by integrating with
our proposed IF and IR models. The potential directions are listed below:
1. The techniques involved in pattern-based topic modelling can be implemented in
some other content-based systems such as content-based recommender system. The
proposed IF models are utilised to analyse users’ interests from user profiles, and
then recommend them with top-ranking interested items.
2. In this thesis, IF and IR are investigated separately. The two tasks could be inte-
grated together, which means the input data includes user generated query as well as
user profiles. Just like the real example in Introduction, the retrieved documents are
ranked based on the user’s historical data as well as the specific query. In addition,
the user profiles contain more types of data, such as tags, ratings and social network.
All the elements universally could be combined to model users and provide them
with the most personalised items which most interest them.
3. This thesis focuses on analysing positive data which is user interested information.
However, the proposed models can cooperate with negative information in which
way to help removing those uninterested or non-discriminative features from the
user interest model.
2http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/
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Table A.1: Details of results for each collection in the 50 assessing collections in the
RCV1 dataset for the StPBTM MP model
Collection top20 b/p MAP F1 Recall
Collection 101 0.95 0.814332 0.876765 0.638149 0.501629
Collection 102 0.95 0.811321 0.843099 0.630199 0.503145
Collection 103 0.8 0.557377 0.677943 0.580924 0.508197
Collection 104 1 0.702128 0.730891 0.597525 0.505319
Collection 105 1 0.76 0.880593 0.645915 0.51
Collection 106 0.15 0.193548 0.215596 0.304145 0.516129
Collection 107 0.4 0.378378 0.280987 0.363224 0.513514
Collection 108 0.35 0.466667 0.436064 0.479819 0.533333
Collection 109 0.35 0.310811 0.361344 0.421872 0.506757
Collection 110 0.1 0.064516 0.062136 0.110918 0.516129
Collection 111 0.25 0.266667 0.184953 0.274659 0.533333
Collection 112 0.6 0.6 0.557389 0.54071 0.525
Collection 113 0.2 0.4 0.273957 0.355743 0.507143
Collection 114 0.5 0.419355 0.368232 0.426991 0.508065
Collection 115 0.7 0.555556 0.630287 0.562536 0.507937
Collection 116 0.85 0.609195 0.659296 0.572403 0.505747
Collection 117 0.7 0.5625 0.619614 0.562857 0.515625
Collection 118 0.15 0.142857 0.153165 0.238221 0.535714
Collection 119 0.2 0.35 0.27795 0.360426 0.5125
Collection 120 0.7 0.677215 0.637192 0.562302 0.503165
Collection 121 0.75 0.511905 0.585598 0.54287 0.505952
Collection 122 0.85 0.666667 0.644507 0.569296 0.509804
Collection 123 0.25 0.294118 0.208598 0.299275 0.529412
Collection 124 0.25 0.212121 0.220343 0.308663 0.515152
Collection 125 0.65 0.431818 0.472212 0.487489 0.503788
Collection 126 1 0.901163 0.933506 0.653665 0.502907
Collection 127 0.75 0.642857 0.674994 0.582244 0.511905
Collection 128 0.15 0.30303 0.234352 0.322151 0.515152
Collection 129 0.7 0.350877 0.447562 0.476208 0.508772
Collection 130 0.3 0.375 0.331324 0.408118 0.53125
Collection 131 0.9 0.689189 0.787843 0.616785 0.506757
Collection 132 0.3 0.272727 0.218499 0.30818 0.522727
Collection 133 0.5 0.428571 0.487984 0.502477 0.517857
Collection 134 0.45 0.328358 0.3472 0.412305 0.507463
Collection 135 0.85 0.821958 0.823565 0.62338 0.501484
Collection 136 0.6 0.343284 0.355169 0.417873 0.507463
Collection 137 0.3 0.333333 0.325783 0.410718 0.555556
Collection 138 0.55 0.454545 0.497202 0.504184 0.511364
Collection 139 0.6 0.705882 0.668644 0.590938 0.529412
Collection 140 0.35 0.208955 0.238723 0.324699 0.507463
Collection 141 0.55 0.548781 0.550407 0.527323 0.506098
Collection 142 0.25 0.208333 0.17001 0.256344 0.520833
Collection 143 0.05 0.043478 0.072887 0.127905 0.521739
Collection 144 0.85 0.654545 0.767561 0.612161 0.509091
Collection 145 0.15 0.111111 0.101582 0.169883 0.518519
Collection 146 0.75 0.540541 0.588992 0.543484 0.504505
Collection 147 0.65 0.558824 0.510529 0.512609 0.514706
Collection 148 1 0.903509 0.936307 0.653746 0.502193
Collection 149 0.5 0.333333 0.383314 0.437221 0.508772
Collection 150 0.9 0.518519 0.594685 0.548667 0.509259
Average 0.552 0.466795 0.478147 0.459608 0.513715
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Table A.2: Details of 11− points for each collection in the 50 assessing collections in the
RCV1 dataset for the StPBTM MP model
Collection 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
C 101 1 0.975 0.96875 0.955752 0.933333 0.911765 0.846154 0.837736 0.82392 0.767956 0.585878
C 102 1 1 0.907895 0.907895 0.907895 0.863636 0.863636 0.863636 0.820513 0.642857 0.52649
C 103 1 1 1 0.703704 0.690476 0.557377 0.555556 0.54321 0.521277 0.5 0.363095
C 104 1 1 1 0.763158 0.745763 0.733333 0.727273 0.702128 0.515924 0.49711 0.365759
C 105 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.96875 0.9 0.740741 0.5 0.25
C 106 0.5 0.275 0.275 0.275 0.261538 0.261538 0.223404 0.212963 0.19084 0.186667 0.14486
C 107 0.625 0.625 0.444444 0.4375 0.394737 0.191304 0.160839 0.100719 0.100649 0.0875 0.065954
C 108 1 0.75 0.75 0.636364 0.636364 0.36 0.36 0.234043 0.190476 0.114754 0.073892
C 109 1 0.375 0.369863 0.369863 0.369863 0.369863 0.369863 0.369863 0.358289 0.358289 0.331839
C 110 0.333333 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.073491 0.064854
C 111 0.5 0.444444 0.444444 0.294118 0.171429 0.090909 0.061224 0.051095 0.051095 0.051095 0.043988
C 112 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.8 0.647059 0.631579 0.416667 0.372093 0.206522 0.194175
C 113 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.346535 0.300699 0.227273 0.186916 0.152968 0.145228
C 114 0.571429 0.533333 0.515152 0.512821 0.471698 0.347826 0.273973 0.263736 0.255102 0.252066 0.233083
C 115 1 1 1 0.606061 0.604651 0.6 0.6 0.5625 0.490385 0.404255 0.226619
C 116 1 0.923077 0.875 0.771429 0.703704 0.69697 0.630952 0.521368 0.479042 0.479042 0.465241
C 117 1 1 1 1 0.714286 0.653846 0.465116 0.353846 0.234234 0.162162 0.158416
C 118 0.5 0.4 0.166667 0.108911 0.108911 0.108911 0.108911 0.108911 0.103175 0.103175 0.079545
C 119 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.347826 0.344828 0.274336 0.274336 0.272 0.25974 0.25974
C 120 0.76 0.76 0.724638 0.724638 0.724638 0.724638 0.724638 0.692771 0.601896 0.501718 0.402036
C 121 1 1 0.815789 0.815789 0.809524 0.531646 0.395349 0.363636 0.343284 0.297297 0.232044
C 122 1 1 0.928571 0.85 0.75 0.74359 0.708333 0.48 0.238372 0.181818 0.145714
C 123 0.5 0.428571 0.357143 0.241379 0.241379 0.214286 0.101852 0.096296 0.089744 0.070833 0.070833
C 124 0.444444 0.444444 0.258065 0.258065 0.258065 0.2 0.177966 0.176471 0.174194 0.151659 0.140426
C 125 1 0.64 0.526316 0.457447 0.437909 0.437909 0.406393 0.384615 0.370748 0.360335 0.306977
C 126 1 1 1 0.982143 0.95 0.948454 0.920354 0.901734 0.901734 0.901734 0.669261
C 127 1 0.857143 0.857143 0.764706 0.714286 0.714286 0.659574 0.659574 0.507246 0.410526 0.35
C 128 0.333333 0.333333 0.333333 0.30303 0.283019 0.269841 0.234694 0.233645 0.214815 0.181818 0.132
C 129 1 1 0.857143 0.558824 0.337838 0.298969 0.218391 0.213992 0.213992 0.213992 0.174847
C 130 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.269231 0.184615 0.184615 0.184615 0.175 0.142857 0.142857
C 131 1 0.928571 0.928571 0.928571 0.923077 0.883721 0.790323 0.697368 0.60396 0.531746 0.38342
C 132 0.666667 0.666667 0.666667 0.25 0.064286 0.06006 0.06006 0.06006 0.06006 0.06006 0.05914
C 133 1 1 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.388889 0.298246 0.185185 0.152318 0.144385 0.131455
C 134 1 0.533333 0.435897 0.35 0.317647 0.288136 0.273504 0.273504 0.273504 0.273504 0.191429
C 135 1 0.897436 0.861702 0.861702 0.861702 0.854271 0.845528 0.833922 0.830769 0.779747 0.717021
C 136 0.8 0.6 0.451613 0.381818 0.340206 0.314815 0.27044 0.258216 0.258216 0.226766 0.173575
C 137 0.428571 0.428571 0.428571 0.428571 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.28 0.204545 0.204545 0.204545
C 138 1 0.875 0.655172 0.655172 0.655172 0.468085 0.442623 0.326316 0.253521 0.245399 0.156584
C 139 1 1 0.818182 0.818182 0.818182 0.818182 0.785714 0.75 0.378378 0.246154 0.242857
C 140 1 0.368421 0.222222 0.19375 0.19375 0.189474 0.182609 0.180769 0.158537 0.158537 0.158019
C 141 1 0.818182 0.676471 0.574468 0.55 0.55 0.53125 0.47541 0.426752 0.382653 0.303704
C 142 0.4 0.263158 0.263158 0.161017 0.161017 0.161017 0.161017 0.161017 0.16 0.148649 0.132597
C 143 0.111111 0.091743 0.091743 0.091743 0.091743 0.086667 0.079545 0.069486 0.069486 0.069486 0.069486
C 144 1 1 0.944444 0.944444 0.823529 0.823529 0.755556 0.688525 0.647887 0.485714 0.413534
C 145 0.25 0.2 0.110092 0.110092 0.110092 0.104478 0.104478 0.104478 0.09607 0.085324 0.066339
C 146 1 0.8125 0.694444 0.641509 0.584416 0.554455 0.542857 0.526316 0.497326 0.481481 0.466387
C 147 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.534884 0.531915 0.518519 0.382716 0.109677
C 148 1 1 1 0.936709 0.931937 0.931937 0.931937 0.931937 0.930348 0.907489 0.74026
C 149 1 0.571429 0.5 0.351852 0.348485 0.347368 0.335878 0.335878 0.306667 0.298343 0.150794
C 150 1 0.947368 0.947368 0.947368 0.666667 0.586957 0.4125 0.340426 0.340426 0.326797 0.205323
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Table B.1: Details of results for collection SJMN in the 100 assessing collections in the
TREC dataset for the TPQE model
QueryNumber top5 top10 top20 MAP F1
51 1 0.5 0.3 0.885965 0.703483
52 1 1 1 0.845895 0.632179
53 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.520184 0.517656
54 0 0.1 0.1 0.071061 0.126004
55 0 0.1 0.15 0.106593 0.176463
56 1 0.9 0.85 0.623083 0.557138
57 1 0.7 0.55 0.673223 0.588506
58 1 1 0.9 0.834312 0.638146
59 0 0 0.15 0.158098 0.240563
60 0 0 0 0.004338 0.008626
61 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.116293 0.189892
62 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.443803 0.473363
63 0 0 0 0.019608 0.038462
64 0.8 0.7 0.85 0.659782 0.571594
65 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN
66 0 0 0 0.015478 0.030208
67 0 0 0 0.091198 0.154518
68 0 0 0 0.042752 0.079337
69 0 0 0 0.021277 0.041667
70 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.381506 0.444821
71 0 0.1 0.05 0.09408 0.158755
72 0.2 0.4 0.25 0.164938 0.249174
73 0 0 0.05 0.114823 0.18713
74 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.127978 0.204083
75 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.175064 0.261844
76 0 0 0 0.100704 0.168175
77 0 0.1 0.2 0.112022 0.184387
78 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.246772 0.339071
79 0 0 0 0.023189 0.04442
80 0 0.1 0.05 0.033539 0.06302
81 0 0 0 0.023226 0.045056
82 1 0.8 0.8 0.567925 0.53576
83 0 0.2 0.2 0.171017 0.256497
84 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.078844 0.136831
85 0.6 0.6 0.55 0.349549 0.41237
86 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.172448 0.258397
87 0.4 0.2 0.15 0.090688 0.154033
88 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN
89 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.073203 0.131056
90 0 0 0.1 0.060855 0.11091
91 0 0 0 0.005636 0.011189
92 0 0 0.05 0.025983 0.049749
93 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.529079 0.519815
94 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.231522 0.317575
95 0.6 0.4 0.35 0.245793 0.330708
96 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.082425 0.141833
97 0 0.2 0.25 0.153083 0.235817
98 0.4 0.5 0.45 0.220469 0.308962
99 0.8 0.9 0.85 0.676887 0.579263
137
QueryNumber top5 top10 top20 MAP F1
100 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.305989 0.382436
101 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.18205 0.274236
102 0.4 0.2 0.15 0.263825 0.366498
103 0 0 0.05 0.06311 0.112676
104 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN
105 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN
106 0 0.2 0.1 0.085083 0.147065
107 0 0 0 0.051236 0.093294
108 0.4 0.2 0.25 0.235196 0.321422
109 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.290679 0.368651
110 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.544094 0.523766
111 0.4 0.4 0.55 0.497017 0.499578
112 0 0.1 0.25 0.186934 0.273147
113 0 0 0.05 0.077557 0.135109
114 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.185623 0.272536
115 0 0.2 0.2 0.202139 0.291114
116 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN
117 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.216326 0.307803
118 0.6 0.4 0.45 0.357464 0.417832
119 0.6 0.6 0.55 0.402823 0.447608
120 0.4 0.3 0.15 0.151996 0.23373
121 0 0 0 0.100843 0.168072
122 0 0.1 0.1 0.097475 0.164007
123 0.8 0.7 0.55 0.336393 0.403483
124 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.088247 0.151047
125 0 0 0.1 0.227487 0.313664
126 0.6 0.4 0.55 0.278454 0.359593
127 0 0 0 0.09667 0.163073
128 0 0 0.05 0.076413 0.133197
129 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.15592 0.239249
130 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.25328 0.338131
131 0 0 0 0.002762 0.00551
132 0.4 0.3 0.25 0.244793 0.33244
133 0.8 0.8 0.45 0.761052 0.635465
134 0.8 0.5 0.25 0.75875 0.659578
135 0.2 0.2 0.25 0.27438 0.35596
136 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.237459 0.330875
137 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.19655 0.283998
138 0.2 0.3 0.35 0.284482 0.370541
139 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.180089 0.271334
140 0 0 0.1 0.0597 0.108106
141 0 0 0 0.007246 0.014388
142 1 0.8 0.6 0.465878 0.48422
143 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.080317 0.139367
144 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN
145 0 0 0 0.036052 0.06746
146 0 0 0 0.021096 0.040897
147 0 0.3 0.25 0.24298 0.328118
148 0.6 0.5 0.65 0.429154 0.464592
149 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.091028 0.15442
150 1 0.8 0.65 0.468388 0.485183
Average 0.3 0.27234 0.25 0.237433 0.277053
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